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Samuel Clemens To Make
An Unusual Guest Appearance
On October 20, Wednesday at 7:30,
the clock wi~1 roll ~ack some sixty years
for the audience m the Student Un~on
Ballroom, when the Student Umon
Board. presents J0l-!N CHAPPEL i.n h~s
amazmg recreation of Ar.nenca s
funniest observe:, Mark 1.Wam.
The program IS approplately called
"Mark Twain Tonight!", for it is mor~
than an evening of Samuel Clemens
biting wit and thought provoking
com,?ents. It. is, first and last, incredibly effective theatre; a three act
encounter with the man who once said
"The rumors of my death have been
greatly exaggerated." .Those who have
seen it com_e away With the uncanny

feelIng that they have seen, not JOHN
CHAPPEL but Mark Twain himself.
Every moment IS carefully planned
to create that effect. The stage looks
much as ~ lecture hall platform of 1910
mIght ha ..'e looked: arm chair, lIbrary
table, an ornate readmg stand. One
sees some well worn books, a crystall
~itcher of ice water and a goblet. The
hghtmg evokes thoughts of gaslamps.
The make-up, carefully created from
rare, actual photographs of Samuel
Clemens takes three hours or more to
apply . Mr. Chappell's white suit is a
copy of one Mark Twain wore in his
lifetime.
The result is that rare event in the

theatre: a complete illusion of reality.
From the moment the seventy year-<>ld
Twain shuffles on stage, audiences
laugh at his tall stories and wry guips
are. moved by his humanity;
occasIOnally squirm at his save irony-and above all, thrill to the presence of
the man himself. In look and voice and
in appearance and gesture, the creator
of Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn lives
again.
"Mark Twain Tonight!" , an actor's
portrait of Samuel Clemens will be
presented in the Student' Union
Ballroom on Wednesday October 20 at
7:30. Admission is free ~ith UMR I.D .
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The humanities and social sciences
students and faculty on the University
of Missouri-Rolla campus have come
home.
Until this summer, classes in the
humanities and social sciences were
taught in engineering and science
buildings all over campus. Bachelor of
arts degree students had to roam here
and there to find their advisers' offices
for conferences. Not anymore.
This summer, the new Humanities
and Social Sciences Building was
opened for use on campus, and Friday
(Oct. 15) it will be dedicated formally.
The new building gathers under one
roof , for the first time, the humanities
and social sciences students and
faculty . Classes in such subjects as
psychology , English, economics,
history and philosphy meet in the
building. Offices for the department
chairmen and faculty of the humanities
and social sciences departments are
here.
Dr . Jim Pogue , chairman of the
department of humanities, and Dr.
Marvin Cain, social sciences chairman ,
agree that the new structure has given
an extra feeling of unity to the growing
departments.
"For the first time at UMR, "They
say, "studer,ts and faculty of the
humanities and social sciences are
under one roof and can spend more
time together discussing and planning .
It will help both departments expand
even more. " Also, they say, the
building is being used by may of
theother campus departments, and its
attractiveness helps the engineering
and science students "get into " the
humanities and social sciences courses
they are taking.

On The
Inside

10
,igan
I

They've Come Home
On The UMR Campus

" About 3,500 students from all
campus departments us tlie new
building," the department chairmen
say. "Of these , about 371 are students of
humanities and social sciences ."
Reflecting the growth of the two
departments, total of humanities and
social sciences students the figure
compares to an enrollment of about 325
a year ago.
The new building is in the modern
buff brick design of several new UMR
structures. Handily , it is located next to
the Library and the Mining
Engineering Building. On the ground
(Continued on I 'age 2)
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John Chappel will take on a new look when he will take upon the image of
Mark Twam to address the students of UMR. His presentation will be held
October 20 at 7: 30 in the Student Union Ballroom.

Ratchford Speaks
Before Historians

Pg.3

Rules and
Regulations
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They've Come Home 12 Members Of
On The UMR Campus House Committee

FLICK

Movie Times 4:00 and 6:30

ZULU
Learning of the Zulu plan to
march against his mission
station , Reverand Otto Witt
races to warn Commanding
Officer Chard of the impending
attack . He begs him to leave the
station with his small group of
men but the officer refuses. The
Zulus came on in terrifying
waves. Six times they are
beaten back . On the Seventh the
commander realizes that his
men cannot withstand these
terrible assults much longer.
With Michael Caine and
Stanley Baker.

Penn Morgan To
Entertain At
The Cellor Door
The Cellar Door Coffeehouse
will open its doors, October 15th
and 16th, on UMR Homecoming
weekend. Plans are for several
folksingi ng groups, an in terpretive dance group and a
young folks inger from
St.
Paul 's School of Theology in
Kansas City.
Penn
Morgan
is
the
folksinging guest on Saturday
evening . He has performed at
coffeehouses, churches and
youth groups. Penn is an ordained Methodist clergy, a
former Wesley Foundation
Director at LSU and has been
an associated pastor at the
Methodist and Christian
churches. His participation at
the Cellar Door should prove
delightful .
The Cellar Door Coffeehouse
is located at the Episcopal
Parish House at Tenth and Main
Streets. Opening at 9:00 p.m . to
12:30 a.m. , it is sponsored by the
campus ministries of the
Ca tholic , Episcopal , Lutheran ,
Methodist and Presbyterian
churches.

The most
Meaningful Semester
you'll ever spend ...
could be the one on
vyorld Camp.us Afloat
Sailing feb . 1972 to Africa and the Orient
Through a lransfer formaL more than 5,000
students from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester in thIS unique program in inter·
national educa tion.
WCA Villi broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively ... and give you a better chance to
make It- meaningfully-in thiS changing world.
You'll study at sea with an experienced cos·
mopolrlan faculty, and then dUring port stops
you'll sludy the world itself. You'll drscover that
no matter how foreign and far·away, you have a
lot In common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;
we've done our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write tod ay l or free
delaris.
TEACHER S, Summ er trave l with credit for teach·

ers and administrators.
~~~~
~~ Write Today to .

Chapman Coll ege .
Box CC26, Oran ge . Calilornia 92 666

flo or , it has classrooms, a large
lecture hall which seats 120, psychology
laboratories for such experiment as
those in human factors and
psychophysics, three seminar rooms,
and audio-visual rooms , which will be
eventually hooked up with the campus
Instructional Television Center in the
Library. All humanities and social
sciences classes will have access to this
facility.
" It 's been a long time coming ,
"students say, "but it is certainly worth
the wait." Construction of the building
was begun in 1968 and completed this
spring. The structure was financed by
$1 m illion approved by the
Missouri Legislature .
Miss Arlene Bush, senior in English.
r eflects the attitudes of all student
when she says , "We've always been
proud of our humanities and social
sciences studies, but the building gives
our pride a visual stimulus." She will
make dedication remarks at the 3: 30
p .m . ceremony on the UMR Library
plaza along with Dr. Elmer Ellis,
president emeritus of the University of
Missouri.
At the ceremony, others will echo her
remarks. Chancellor Merl Baker ,
Merlin Lickhalter of The Drake Partnership, architects of St. Louis, and
Theodore D. McNeal of the University
of Missouri Board of Curators, will take
part in the key presenta tion ceremony.
William J . Murphy, University of
Missouri-Columbia graduate student in
history and UMR May graduate in
history , will give the welcoming
remarks. He is a Woodrow Wilson
Fellow and holds the James G. Harris
Award from UMR.
"We asked students to make up a
large part of the dedication program ,
"Drs. Pogue and Cain say, "because
they are what the departments and new
building are all about."
Everybody's happy about the whole
thing.

Nuclear Engr.
To Speak

At Colloquim

P. R. Schmitz, chief nuclear
engineer Bechtel Corp. will
speak at a University of
Missouri -Rolla electrical
engineering power colloquium
on Tuesday (Oct. 26). He will
He will discuss "Nuclear
Plant Accident and Failure
Criteria" at 4 p.m. in Electrical
Engineering 102. The public is
public is invited.

lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
PHONE: 364-m:
ROLLA, MO.
MARTIN SPRINC lJ~.

NOW SHOWING

UPTOWN

Visit UMR

Discount Prices
Many Selections
Classics Included
SA VE UP TO $3.00

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
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The Uni versity of MissourRolla campus was visited
(Oct. 5) by 12 members of the
House Appropriations Committee on a tour of state
facilities.
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Among other activities on the
tour, the committee members
have taken part in a seminar
at the University of MissouriColumbia to learn more about
the University of Missouri.
Before coming to UMR the
committee visited UMC and the
University of Missouri-Kansas
City, and after leaving UMR
early Wednesday (Oct. 6), the
committee will tour the ,
University of Missouri-St. Louis
campus .

be's oatrageoas ...
be's beaatllal ...

NOW SHOWING

RITZ
RICHARD ROUNDTREE
GWENN MITCHELL

Members of the committee at
UMR, led by E .J . Cantrell,
committee chairman from
Overland, are : John Blassie,
St. Louis; F .L. Brenton, Cuba ;
Bill Crigler, Fayette ; Joe D.
Holt, Fulton ; Norbert Jasper,
Washington; Carrol McCubbin,
Eldon; James (Jay) Russell ,
Florissant;
Guss Salley,
Warsaw; Keith Stotts, Pierce
City; Granvil Vaughn, West
Plains, and Robert E . Young,
Carthage. Accompanying the
legislators was David Mueller,
legislative assistant to the
committee.
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Visiting UMR with the
legislators are members of the
University of Missouri administration: Stirling Kyd ,
assistant to the president; Dale
O. Bowling, vice president for
business management; Carl
Scheneman, vice president for
extension; Ardath Emmons,
vice preseident for research;
Raymond Halbert, physical
plant director ; Tom Richter ,
university information services
director, and Guy Entsminger,
vice president for development
and alumni activities.

IlarriSQn;~lle, I

i~

While at UMR, the group was
welcomed by Chancellor Mer!
Baker , visited with faculty
staff and students, and toured
the campus.
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The 1218: It will probably become the
most popular turntable Dual has ever made.
There's 0 lo! of the 1219 In lhe new
1218, bnngmg even more Dual preCiSion
medlUrnpnce ronge. N'oS! notable
of these features IS the rwm-ring gimbal 01

such preciSion IS no longer 0 luxury.
Perfect venicaltrocklOQ In the Singleplay mode is provided by the Tracking
Angle Selectar. deSIgned inta me
canridge houSIng.
Other 1218 features: Vernier counterbolance With dick-Slops. Feofhenouch cuecontrol with Silicone domplng. Single-ploy

10 the

RECORD
SALE
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the tonearm suspenSion. The 1218's molar
olsocombmes high starting torque With

synchronous-speed constoncy.
Anll-skoltng scoles ore separately
calibrated for COnical and elliptlCol styli,

Ihus ossunng equal trocklng force on each
wall of lhegroove. (When Dual first
introduced this feaTure,

\/ole

SOld il prOVided

"more preciSion ,hon you may ever need,"
Wilh four<honnel records on the way,

I

spindle rOlates Wllh planer 10 prevent
center-hole enlargement. PrlCh-conlrol far
all three speeds. One-piece cost ploller
weighs 4 lbs. Wrlltrock 01 os low as
0.5 gram. Chassis dimensions

I... rhon 1I "x t3". $139.50.
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Joel Fort On Marijuana

Ratchford Speaks Before Historians

a....

1It1t1ll ...

Criticism
of
hi~her
education, some justified and
some not, is not new but the
general public is becoming
aware of it because higher
education is front page news,
President C. Brice Ratchford of
the University of Missouri told
members of the State-Historical
Society of Missouri here today.
"Higher
education
is
somewhat in the same situation
as pollution," he said.
"pollution is not new, indeed in
some ways it is better than it
was. Regardless, it is now that
oy od mpe yjsy npyj -tpn,rd idy
nr faced and forthrightly. "
Dr. Ratchford was speakers
at a luncheon climaxing the
annual meeting of the Society at
Memorial Union here. The
program included awarding the
Society's gold medal and
citation
to
Judge
Roy
Williams of Boonville , past
president and long a trustee of
the society, for distinguished
service and presentation to Dr.
Ernest L. Schusky of Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville the $200 prize and
citation for the best article this
year in the Missouri Historical
Review. He wrote on "The
Upper Missouri Indian Agnecy,
1819-1868. "

William .\!ill III of Lexington
was elected president of the
Society, succeeding T. Ballard
Walters of Marshfield, at a
membership-meeting.
Other offices include L. E.
Meador, Springfield, Russell V.
Dye, Liberty , Jack Stapleton
Sr. , Stanberry , Mrs . Avis
Tucker, Warrensburg , the Rev.
John F. Bannon , St. Louis, and
Sheridan A. Logan, St. Joseph ,
'!ice presidents, and Albert M.
Price. Columbia . ~reasure r .
Two new trustees were
chosen for terms expiring in
1973. James Olson of Kansas
City and James W. Brown of
Harrisonville, succeeding the
late George Fuller Green of
Kansas City and the late George
H. Scruton. Sedalia : Trustees
for terms expiring in 1974 include Lewis E. Atherton .
Columbia; Robert A. Bowling.
Montgomery City; Frank P.
Briggs. Macon; Henry A.
Bundschu. Independence ; R. I.
Colborn . Paris; Richard B .
Fowler. Kansas City. and Victor
A. Gierke. Louisiana. all reelected, and W.W. Dalton. St.
Louis.
Continuing. President Ratchford said that there has never

Ie

aade.

llor

c

been a time when the University
has not had serious problems
and had conditions subject to
criticism.
"There is one difference." he
said. "In past years few people
outside
the
immediate
University family knew or
cared.
"Today there are great
lamentations
about
the
financial plight of institutions.
and it is very real ; outside the
University community there is
concern about the rapidly rising
cost of education--and appropriately so; there likewise is
e'!idence of rapidly changing
life styles and values which will
profoundly affect higher
education.
Dr. Ratchford said that the
Uni versity started almost a
year ago with an institutional
appraisal
with
faculty .
students . administration and a
few outside consultants in'!olved.
The study will consider
overall goals. mission . the
student body . programs .
organization and governance.
goals and philosophy regarding
what the institution is trying to
achie'!e . accountability and
efficiency . and relations to
other institutions. he said.
In the ara of programs there
must be dramatic change .he
said.
In the area of programs there
must be dramatic change. he
said. The change will include :
sta rt some new pr ogr a ms;
eliminate or combine a large
number ;
develop
m or e
flexibility; exploi t interchange
of str eng ths on the fo ur campuses; develop alternatives to
go with doctor of philosophy
pr ograms; gr eater attention to
qu a li ty teaching; in tensive
re'.>iew of all progr ams. and
in ter di sci plina r y
in cr ease
work-hopefull y wi thin present
organizational structure.
"There is e'.>idence of rapidly
changing life styles and values
which will profoundl y affect
higher education ." he continued. " It would be easy for
one to throw up his hands in
despair~

"But basically I am an optimist.
"Further. history is replete
with cases where desperate
circumstances have served as
the springboard for great
progress.
"I feel this is to be the case at
the University of Missouri."

Reading Course Sti II Open
Registration is still open for
the University of Missouri-Rolla
non-credit course in the
enhancement and retention of
reading which will start
Tuesday (Oct. 12).
The course will meet on
Tuesday nights from 7 to 9 in
Rolla Building 103. The class
will run for 10 weeks.
Summaries of reading
Courses held pre'.>iously indicate
that the average student can
expect to double. and in most
cases. triple his reading speed.
The comprehension for this
increase should be higher than
the retention recorded at the
lower reading speed. Instructor
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will be Dr. Joseph McDonald.
UMR assistant professor of
psychology.
Coune fee is $35. Further
information may be obtained by
contacting the UMR Extension
Db!ision.

NOTICE
Anyone interested in
working with the Campus
Red Cross Blood Committee should contact:
Mo Vanden Bergh, 3648076

Lee Turpin . 341-4995
The committee is looking
for
freshmen
and
sophomores interested in
working on publicity ,
recruitement, and blood
donor scheduling.

While Mr. Fort
com mited himself to being either for
or against the use of marijuana,
he ga'Je a most informatb!e talk
to the Miners Oct. 5 in the
Student Union.
He stated that most people
·. ·iewed majijuana negatively.
saying it was a narcotic.
Howe·Jer . as it became clear
that it wasn·t a narcotic. it was
labeled a " soft" narcotic . In
fact . marijuana is a " mixed
stimuli -depr e ss e nt " a s
classified by Mr . Fort. The
affects of the drug depend
totally on the mood and charter
of the person du s ing it.
E" eryone acts differently under
the influence of the particular
durg .
Stressing the polulaiity of the
drug. he said . " 20 million
Americans are smoking pot and
its on the increase ." Marijuana
usage is popular with people
under 25 but also common in the
o·. . er 30 age group. Despite the
illegal aspects. o··!er 300 million
people in th e world us e
marijuana.
The reason why people use
drugs or smoke are numerous.
but the largest fa ctor is " that
we Ii"e in a drug saturated
society . The us e of drugs ha s
been institutiona lized by ad··ertising . Last year 260 million
prescriptions were prescribed

for sedati'!es and tranquilizers
alone. He also added that 3 to 5
mind altering drugs are used
daily by the a" 'erage American.
In the form of coffee. nicotine.
beer . tranquilizers . etc . The
single most abused drug in

America is not the drugs used
young people but are the misues
of prescri bed pills and alcholol.
Realizing this. is society going
drugs, or is society literally
going to pot?

Alpha Phi Omega Ranks Tops
Beta Omicron Chapter of
Alpha Phi Omega national
sef"ice fraternity has again
been awarede first place in the
competition among A.P.O.
chapters on campuses with an
enroll ment between 5 .000 to
10.000 students . The reason for
A.P.O·s success is exemplified

d!J1)

umr

by their latest ser"ice project of
painting
the
playground
equ ipment at the Rolla
Diagnostic Center. OTHER
ser"ice programs that led to the
award include a nnua l blood
dri'!es. the A.P.O. bookstore
each semester. and the free
desk blotters. Although the

students benefits from special
projects such as those at the
Diagnostic Center and this
year's proposed eye dri'·e. If
this same kind of enthusiasm
continues as it has in the past,
there can be no doubt that Beta
Omicron will remain one of the
best chapters in the fraternity.

Missouri Miner

e

University of Missouri - Rolla

Overseas Work Available Next Summer
" Applications are now being
received for interested UMR
engineering and science
students who wish to work
overseas this next summer. The
program which sponsors this
exchange is IAESTE-US (international Association for the
Exchange of Students for
Technical Experience). the
largest technical student exchange program in the world.
These applications and information on the exchange
program can be acquired from
the Center for International
Programs and Studies. 310
Norwood Hall. Deadline for
submission to New York is
December 15.
The IAESTE program annually exchanges engineering
and science students among 41
foreign countries to pro vide
these
students
with
a
meaningful summer experience
in their discipline of study with
a corporation in a foreign
country. O··! er 10 .000 students

are exchanged annually.
The participating countries
are: Belgium . Denmark ,
Finland. France, Netherlands,
Norway. Sweden. Switzerland,
United Kingdom. Austria,
Germany. U.S.A. , Israel. Italy,
Spain,
China
(Taiwan) .
Yugosla·.!ia, Canada. Iceland.
Portugal , Turkey, India . South
Africa,
Greece,
Poland,
Tunisia . Argentina . Luxembourg.
U.A .R. .
Ireland,
Colombia. Ghana. Japan,
Lebanon .
Sudan ,
Chile ,
Czechoslonkia. Iran , Syria ,
Korea. and Malta.
IAESTE is a world wide
exchange program developed in
1948 in Europe to provide the
technical student with an intellectual , cultural , and international opportunity during
his uni·.!ersity studies. Dr. R. E .
Carlile . Director , UMR International Center is the local
representa ti ve and has been on
the U. S. Executi··.'e Council of
IAESTE for the past ten years.

Applications are limited to
Sophomores. Juniors. Seniors,
and graduate students who are
American citizens in the
following disciplines:
Aeronautical Engineering.
Biology. Ceramics, Chemical
Engineering. Chemistry, Civil
Engineering.
Electrical
Engineering.
Geodesy.
Geology.
Industrial
Engineering, Mathematics.
Mechanical Engineering,
Medicine. Me*'allurgy. Mineral
Dressing.
Mining.
Oil
Technology, and Physics .
Traineeship positions are
largely for 8-12 weeks during
the summer although some are
available for one year. Typical
expenses are $500-$700 for the 812 weeks of work with typical
incomes of $4()()-$550. UMR has
had some 14 students participate over the last eight
years , two in 1971. Applications
may be picked up in the International Center Office , 310
Norwood Hall.
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Yours-Theirs - Ours

EDITORIAL OPINION
Letters To The Editor
This letter is written to
correct the misunderstanding
reported in the October 6, 1971
MISSOURI MINER resulting
from my interview with Mike
Barbarglia
concerning
enrollment trends at UMR.
I do not attribute the current
economic and employment slow
down to President Nixon 's
conser..'atil.'e economic policy,
as implied in the report of the
inten'iew. Factors relating to
the slowdown hal.'e been present
for a number of years and are
clearly international in scope.
I am confident that th~
measures already in effect and
those to be proposed will soon be
successful in moving the nation
to new heights of accomplishment.
Although
the
number of companies sending
interviewers to the campus is
somewhat smaller than last
year, several of these with
whom I have visited feel that an
upturn in employment opportunities has already been
achiel.'ed and a few report
employment quotas are nearly
normal.
Causes of present enrollment
trend are multiple , complex,
and appears to be widespread.
General population trends ,
combined wlth the economic
condition and the growing
competition between schools
are certainly factors . I am
convinced that the developing
liberal-scientific-technical
atmosphere on the UMR
campus offers a very attracti ve
foundation
for
education in trul y significant
problems . I expect to see the
enrollment decrease reversed
in the near future, possibly as
early as next year, because the
need for people wi th this type of
action-oriented background will
remain very substantial.
Thank you for this opportunity to clarify and expand

my ··.' iews on this important
issue.
Sincerely yours,
T. R. Faucett
Chairman

Dear Roger ,
I am an Iranian student on
campus and ha','e been here for
one year. I should like to call the
school 's attention to a problem
in one of the Campus
organiza tions .
Now as you know, the Iranian
Student Association in Rolla is a
school organization, and it
should belong to all Iranian
students. Howel.'er, the ISA at
Rolla has become a member of
the world Confederation of ISA ;
an organization which is considered a sub'.'ersive group by
the Iranian gOI.'ernment. In
fact , members of the would
confederation are faced with
possible prosecution if they
return to Iran.
I should like the school ad·ministration to tell me how to
gain representation in this, the
official
student
only
organization of Iranian students
without the risk of prosecution.
In effect only non-Iranians can
now belong !
You might feel that since I am
unhappy with the situation that
I should simply ignore the ISA ;
but I cannot. The Association
has taken a stand against Iran,
and e'.'en against the United
States. In their publication they
are using sources from 20 years
ago, written by treasonous
Iranians who are fugitil.'es in
communist countries . All points
which cannot be ignored, yet I
am unable to "oice my stand
against these points within the
Association. My only defense is
with letters such as this , a
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rather cumbersome method at
best.
I despera tely request the
school administration to consider my rights ; either cancel
the amendment of affiliation
with the world confederation or
cancel the whole Association.
Massoud (Mike) Maleki

Dear Mr. Ellis,
I am writing this letter in
response to "Gb'e A Damn! " by
Sidney Birchfield in the October
6 issue of the Missouri Miner. In
"Negati'.' e Thought Waves" Mr.
Birchfield stated, "Students,
beware of the apathy that lurks
in the '.'ery heart of the Phelps
County judicial system." My
hat is off to Mr. Birchfield, who
can condemn one person for
apathy and show his own apathy
later in the same column. In
checking to make sure of the
publicity of the "Coffee Chat"
(not the correct name), I
disco'.'ered that posters and
flyers were distributed and
displayed, that information
concerning the Rap Session (the
el.' ents correct name) was
published in the Miner, the
UMR Digest, and the Weeklv
Bulieton. The Rap Session
publicity was also aired over
KMSM and by myself, with the
help of a bullhorn, from the roof
of the Student Union. With this
information in mind, I must ask

Mr. Birchfield if perhaps he had

his eyes and ears closed concerning the Rap Sessiion. I must
ask if he too might be a little
apathetic.
In the same column Mr.
Birchfield stated that the
Student Union Board ripped-off
certain people on this campus
by allowing the UMR coeds and
bussed indi·... iduals to attend the
concert free. My hat again is off
to Mr. Birchfield for he has
found it is much easier to
condemn than to discover why
something was done. Because
Mr. Birchfield did not seem to
ha'.' e the time or energy to find
out why these people were not
charged for the concert, I will
attempt to explain. The Student
Union Board believed that these
indi'.'iduals were our guests for
the AlI-8chool Mixer and as
such should not be charged . I
belie'.'e Mr. Birchfield if you
asked a girl to a concert you
would not ask her for the price
of the ticket when you went to
the ticket window.
The Student Union Board is
not trying to ripoff this campus
and will be more than happy to
receil.'e any complaints or
suggestions the people on this
campus may have. Members of
the Board are in room 212 of the
Student Union froml:00 to 5:00
e'.'ery weekday afternoon.
Sincerely Yours,
Mike Hermesmeyer
President
Student Union Board

Lottery Number

125, The Ceiling
The Selective Service
System today announced that
Random Sequence Number 125
would be the ceiling for induction into the military for
young men in the 1971 first
priority selection group-that is,
those registrants born in 1951 or
earlier who recieved lottery
numbers in 1970 or 1969 and are
a'.'ailable for induction during
1971.
The Department of Defense,
last week, announced a 10,000
draft call for the ramainder of
1971. Draft Director Dr. Curtis
W. Tarr said that Selective
Service local boards would
deliver 6,500 of these men in the
period November 1-18 and the
remaining 3,500 in the period
November 29 - December 9.
Tarr said that he has directed
local boards to give at least 30
days notice to all registrants
facing the induction process in
coming months. Current draft
regulations require 10 days
notice.
Tarr said that the uniform
na tional call provision of the
new draft law assures every
young man in the 1971 group
who is I-A and qualified with a
RSN of 125 and below that he
(Continued on Page 12)

NOTICE
.. Pick up your application
for the Theta Tau Freshman of the Year Award.

Applications are available
at the S.U. Candy Counter.
Deadline, October 15.

OlJR MAN HOPPE

The Solid Gold, No-Return Beer Can
.l!:1.'ery American heart must
surely be beating more proudly
today after the steadfast stand
our leaders have been taking in
defending our gold.
Despite extreme pressures
from the other 117 members of
the International Monetary
Fund, we ha ve stalwartly
refused to raise the price of our
gold from its traditional $35 an
ounce.
A few ignorant laymen may
feel our leaders are making a
mistake. After all , we still have
close to 10,000 tons (cq) of gold
buried away in Fort Knox .
"Why not jack up the price to
$39.95 or even $42.50 with Green
Stamps," the ignorant laymen
will say , "and really stick these
stupid foreigners?"
Such suggestions show an
appalling lack of knowledge of
interna tional monetary affairs.
For e ver since Mr . Nixon announced his New Economic
Plan, it's been illegal for us to
sell our gold to either
Americans or foreigners for any
amount of dollars.
Thus it would be a terrible
mistake to increase the number
of dollars a person would have
to pay for the gold we won't sell
him. As it is now , we have more
than $10 billion worth in Fort
Knox. If we increased the price
only ten per cent, we'd ha ve
more than $11 billion.

This, it's plain to see, would
gb.'e us an entire another .billion
dollars worth of gold that we
don't know what to do with.
That we don't know what to do
with the 10,000 tons we 've got is
obvious. We can't sell it and we
certainly can't give it away . It's
Government property. You
can't give away Government
property.
On the other hand, keeping it
entails a tremendous waste .
Ha'.'e you even seen Fort Knox?
Think of all those guards and
machine guns and police dogs
and electronic devices on vigil
around the clock pre venting
thieves from stealing this stuff
wetlon 't know what to do with.
True, gold is good for filling
teeth. But 10,000 tons is roughly
320 million ounces. And you can
fill 30 teeth with an ounce. So we
have enough gold on hand to fill
9.6 billion teeth. This is not only
more cavities than we've got;
it's more teeth than we 've got.
It should come as no surprise,
then , to learn that most forward-looking economists now
feel we should throw our gold
away. If you merely consider
the expense of keeping it, this
makes sense. But there are two
drawbacks.
For one thing, when you think
of all the sweat and callouses
and toil that went into digging it

up out of the ground so that we
could rebury it under the
ground, throwing it away seems
a shame. Secondly, say what
you will about gold, it isn ' t
biologically
degradable.
Scattering 20 million pounds of
it around the countryside is
going to create an awful mess.
But this suggests the solution:
disposable gold plates and noreturn gold beer cans.
The increasing use of paper
plates is a drain on our timber
resources .
Manufacturing
aluminum cans requires vast
amounts of hydroelectric
power, which in turn means
damming our wild rivers.
Thus we see that disposable
gold plates and no.- return gold
beer cans would be a giant
ecological advance -- particularly if we can convince
housew;,,'es to turn them in for
recycling rather than throwing
them away.
So let's stop going around
with long faces, saying our
10,000 tons of gold isn't good for
anything.
I hope this clears up any
confusion you may have had
about
the
international
monetary system. Meanwhile,
if you have any paper dollars in
your pocket, keep the faith.
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Give A Drunn!
By Sidney Birchfield
Answer to last week ' s
question concerning the new tax
and the price freeze: It is not
against the price freeze for a
state to levy a tax because they
do not faJl under the limits of the
freeze. As long as there is no
increase in the actual price of
the item bought, the tax may be
charged. This is direct from the
office of Economic Opportunity.
Thus far this year, this
column has been highly critical
of the township of Rolla, administration and various other
sundry organizations from time
to time. This, of course , has
been done to inform the student
as to some of the things that are
going on that they should be
concerned with. Mid semester
is just around the corner and the
muck-raking cub reporters of
Sidney Birchfield are in the
midst of many a project. Keep
an eye on the editorial page for
upcoming topics involving the
Rolla City Jail , computer
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registration, environment and
personal inter views. Any
student or organiza tion that has
a bitch about something and
would like to see it investigated
and brought forth in the
Missouri Miner, please contact
the news staff of the paper by
dropping a note with a phone
number in the Miner Mailbox.
Remember that this is your
paper, and ' your rights and
views should be heard.
Posith'e comment :
Congratulations to GDI and the
Student Council for initiating
the '.'oter registration dri ve .
This has been the most
noteworthy achievement by
them in quite some time.
Unofficially thus far , there was
a tremendous tUrnout as many
an unregistered student did
register to give his intention to
vote in the next election and
show en masse that the UMR
students do GIVE A DAMN!
Amen .
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Rules

- Regulations

Who Writes Them?
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As a student at the University
of Missouri-Rolla , you are
putting yourself under the
conduct code of the university,
the city , the state , and the
country. You probably don't
even know all the rules and
regulations
which
the
legislators of society have set
up to run your life. Our nation
has set up so many rule"making
organizations that it is very
easy to get confused by the fact
that there are so many of them
functioning . Our university is
one of many.
The student conduct code of
the uni versity system in
Missouri has a couple rules I
think you, as a student, should
know about--rules concerning
conduct "for which students are
subject to discipline." Section
6.108 of the student conduct code
states that the "use , possession,
or distribution of narcotic or
dangerous drugs, such as
marijuana and lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD ), except as
expressly permitted by law " is
such conduct. The question is
whether or not the university,
as an educational institution,
should be allowed to set up such
standards of conduct. The
premise on which the right is
based is the protec tion of the
students rights ; the faculty
rights and the basic societal
rights of the modern university.
But the fact remains that the
unh'ersity is negotiating
diSCipline for actions by
stUdents which fall outside of its
disciplinary right. This use of
illicit drugs most likely does not
affect the rest of the student
body; the only area of the
unh.'ersity it could possible
touch is the "reputation" and
"eoodname" of the institution-that is unless the university not
only sets up its rules , but
carries out the detection and
enforcement. What is the
possible good which can be
deri"ed out of disciplining a
student on campus, for
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something which he has already
been tried for in court?
Reg.
6.0110--"Disorderly
conduct or lewd, indicent, or
obscene conduct or expression
on Uni versity-owned or controlled property or at
Uni versity-sponsored or
super vised functions. " This
regulation obviously carries
with it the problem of definition.
Accordingly, the law is obsolete , and any kind of enforcement is nearly impossible.
Again, the uni versi ty and
faculty are the sole judges of
student action-pertaining to
definition and punishment. I
would encourage either dropping the rule or making it
somewhat more explicit in its
carrying out.
And, finally, you are bound
to follow the uni'.'ersity dictate.
Section 6.0112--"Conduct which
adversely affects the student's
suitability as a member of the
academic co mmunit y." The
implications of this regulation
are startling . Its total power lies
in its own generality and
'· agueness. This is the catch-all
rule which puts the student
under the total authority of the
university. These are the kind of
rules which dissolve the
student's trust in the administration. Let's hope they
may ne'.'er use them!

NOTICE!
"Kell y ' s Heroes" will be
shown for this year's st.
Pat's Benefit Movie. There
will also be selected short
subjects. Movie times are
6:30 and 9:30, Wednesday,
October 27. Tickets may be
obtained from St. Pat's
Junior members or at the
Student Union.
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Dear Balthazar,
A commie hippie freak (dorm
style) was recently seen stuffing a Harvey cherry into his
left nostril. Don't laugh , it's
true ? Being the All-American
that I am,) was woundering if I
should notify Zane. After all , we
wouldn ' t wa nt our l.'irtuous
American children damaging
their chromagnates with such
dangerous , injurious drugs. Any
information will be appreciated
by this member of the local
organization of.
Men to Restore
the Health of America
Dear Member,
As far as I'm concerned , if
you can find a cherry at UMR ,
you can do whate'.'er you want
with it.
As far as you are concerned, I
think your brain has the
capacity of that of a Cromagnon
man and I'm going to turn you
in to Zane Gray . Poof, you 're
Zane! !
Dear Balthazar,
I understand that the case
agai nst the Ro ll a 24 has been
dropped. What's the story?
Zig zag
Dear Zig,
My informed sources have
gb' en me the following reports .

The cases were aroppea
because of lack of evidence.
Apparently, the bag of stuff,
supposedly LDO, they found
floating on top of Lake Frisco
was remnants of the secret sub.
I figure that with all the
hassle this past spring , the
whoopie commies in the sub
used that infamous di versionary tactic of WW II movies ;
the oil slick. Figuring that the
local officals may purchase a
sub to search out the enemy ,
they blew their ballast and crap
out their torpedo tubes and this
way the bag of crud found this
summer. This also could
account for the pollution of the
lake because all commies are
notoriously greasy , dirty, etc .
and they blew this out their tube
too , thus empregnating Lake
Frisco with a ll that stuff and
leading the yocals to think the
sub sank .
Dear Balthazar ,
Did you know that there is an
honest to goodness Rembrant
painting hanging in the Music
Room of the Student Union . This
is a fantastic break for all us
culture conscious people.
Jeffro Korklanowitz
Dear Jeffro ,
I looked at the painting and
found an inverted KK in the
upper left hand corner. Wha t we

actually have is an original
Kookie Kratzer paint-bynumber special.
Dear Bal ,
What's the latest on the
yearbood?
MikeZorkle
Dear Mike,
I saw the initial layouts from
the publisher this last weekend.
It looks grea t. Really! It will be
out in two or three weeks.
Dear Bal,
I'm 19 years old and I missed
signing up at the vote
registration table this past
week. What can I do?
Julius Cremshaw
Dear J.C. ,
You'll get anot her cha nce.
The table will again be set up
tomorrow , Thursday, October
14 , for those who missed it
before.
Confidential to M.M. (or anyone
who reads this): Don't jump to
conclusions. It could make
people dislike you!
Confidential to S.B.: Try some
of the ollJer area schools where
the acth'ity fee is three times
tha t of ours.
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What's The Scoop?

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
By Charles Laderoute

The Cusumano Case Part II
Note: Please refer back to
"What·s the Scoop." Missouri
Miner. September 29. 1971 for
Part I of the Cusumano Case.
In the e··.' ents I outlined in
Part I of the Cusumano Case ,
there were a number of
questions of legality which
arose. These questions are in
reference to the regulations of
the Uni'.'ersity of Missouri
system of tenure. This week 's
column will highlight the
regula tions and questions in"oh'ed.
On March 31 , 1971, Dean
Johnson sent the letter to Mr.
Cusumano which stated that he
was to be put on a terminal
appointment. Mr. Cusumano ,
feeling that he had a legitimate
beef with the administration ,
desired to sue his only a'.'ailable
method--an appeal for a
hearing .
On April 2, 1971. Mr.
Cusumano sent a letter to
Professor Peter Hansen , then
chairman of the UMR Tenure
Committee. Thi~ letter was a
request by Mr. Cusumano for a
hearing before t¥e committee to
discuss the relationship of the
Unh'ersity
of
Missouri
Academic Tenure Regulations
in reference to his situation.
Request for Hearing
The request by Mr. Cusumano
was based on a statement of
policy lin the "Faculty Hand·
book" of the Uni .... ersity of
MissQuri-Rolla. On page 15 , the
followmg procedure is set forth
for "Hearing in Other Cases,"
(which assumedly refers to an»
cases other than those ir.
relation to those cases thai
come about between the administration and tenured
faculty
members. )
The
statement is as follows :
"Any member of the
academic staff who disputes the
ruling of any administrative
officer with respect to the facts
concerning his tenure rights
and status shall have a right to a
hearing thereon before the
appropriate Committee on
Tenure. The Committee shall
hear such cases with due ex-

pl'dition conSidering the interests of both the University
and the person affected and
shall make a report of its findings and recommendations to
the President."
The UMR Faculty Committee
on Tenure met on May 6, 1971
(due expedition?) and announced in a letter to Mr.
Cusumano on May 7, 1971 to
grant him an "opportunity to
appear informally before the
committee" to explain and
discuss his request for a
hearing.
Hearing Denied
The Tenure Committee met
on May 13, 1971 to listen to Mr.
Cusumano's request for a
formal hearing. -The result of
this meeting was a letter to Mr.
Cusumano on May 21 , 1971
which stated that the committee
had found that "there had been
no .... iolation of the Academic
Tenure Regulations" in his case
and that his request for a
"formal hearing before the
committee" was denied.
It would seem at this point
tha t there could possi bly be a
" iolation of the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution,
which,
in
reference to the due process
clause, is the denial for request
for formal hearing. Though
there is no accusation of failure
to gi·. . e due process, it is stated
in the rules and regulations to
tenure, as noted abo'.'e , it is
stated in the United States
constitution in the Fifth
Amendment, and it was also
gi "en the backing by the facul ty
in a meeting held this past
spring, that people (faculty
members) ha'.'e the right to due
process.
In the meeting held by the
faculty, the following motion
was mo·. . ed and carried:
.. "That it is the intention of the
UMR faculty to express its
opinion to the UMR Tenure
Committee that they be
requested to hear questions
brought to it from both tenured
and
non-tenured
faculty
members."
Though this statement is an

affirmation of a basic policy, it
ne·.> ertheless is a judgment by
the faculty upholding the right
of non-tenured faculty members, such as Mr. Cusumano, to
the same jurisdiction as tenured
members.
Court of Appelas
This same right was upheld
this summer in Wisconsin in a
United States Court of Appeals
decision. In an article in The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
August 2, 1971 issue, the court
upheld 2 - 1 the right of a nontenured faculty member to a
hearing in relation to a conflict
with the uni·.> ers ity administration.
The Supreme Court of the
United States will also hear a
similar case in its 1971 - 1972
session this fall. (The Wisconsin
case may also be heard at the
same time.) Perhaps at the
time of this hearing , the
Supreme Court justices will
make a final decision as to the
rights and non-rights of nontenured faculty members
throughout the United States.
Howe"er, back to here-andnow. It appears that Mr.
Cusumano may ha··.'e had his
right to due process '.'iolated,
perhaps the Supreme Court
decision shall shed some light
on this aspect.
Ne"ertheless, back to the
'.'icious circle. As noted in my
pre·...ious article, Mr. Cusumano
has been placed on a terminal
basis because he does not ha·,.'e
his doctor's degree, which he
cannot get at UMR. To work for
his doctor's, he would ha'.'e to go
to another institution and in
order to do this he would need a
lea'.'e of absence. But, he cannot
get a lea'.'e of absence without
tenure and he cannot get tenure
without his doctorate. And now ,
adding this last item of information, Mr. Cusumano has
not e"en been gh'en the due
process of a personal formal
hearing before the UMR Tenure
Committee to appeal his case.
That is the way things now
stand. Possible , more next
week.

Ai r Force ROTC
Begins On Campus
As this nations ' primary
source of deterrent strength,
the United States Air Force is
more powerful than at any time
in the history of aerospace
power. Its office corps is better
educated, more '.'ersatile and
has a higher degree of
professionalism than e'.'er
before.
To keep these traits, the Air
Force must continue to commission new officers who can
meet challenges and become
successful
leaders
and
managers.
The Uni·,.'ersity of MissouriRolla offers the opportunity for
students to obtain an Air Force
commission and help meet
future demands for proficient
officers through Air Force
ROTC. First and second year
students may enroll in Air
Force ROTC General Military
Course the same as for any
other course. Advance ap-

plication and selection is
required by the Air Force ROTC
Department to enroll in
Professional Officer classes,
which leads to a commission.
Selection to the Professional
Officers Corps for GMC
students is competitive and
based upon the Air Force aptitude test scores, a personal
inter-.'iew, a rigorous physical
examination and finally,
successful completion of the
four week summer field
training course. Entrance to
this program is not, however,
limited only to those who have
completed the GMC course, as
entrance may be gained by
others with
two years of
college remaining (graduate
and undergraduate) provided
they complete a six week
summer field training course in
lieu of the GMC course and the
pre"iously mentioned four week
summer training,
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Miner's
Menu
By Patrick Michaels

excellent drinks from the
culinary expertise of the Heller
Home men. These are the
Heller Home Party Punch and
Gluten Wine. They are more
commonly known as Spolioli
and Hot Spiced Wind.
The Heller Home Pa.-ty
Punch is a cool and refreshing
tropical drink that is easy to
make and e'.'en easier to drink.
One of its unique properties is
its subtleness. The alcohol is
nearly completely masked by
the exquisite blend of tropical
fruit fla'.'ors, but beware. E ;'en
the date who doesn't like
alcoholic beverages will enjoy
this delightfully exotic drink.
Heller Home Party Puncht

Homecoming weekend is
almost here and many of us
Miners will find ourselves
entertaining
dates.
Homecoming is generally
thought of by most of us here as
the first big e'.'ent of the fall.
Therefore,
to
properly
celebra te such an important
occasion , myself and the
members of the Miner staff
wou ld like to introduce two

Ih

pint Grain Alcohol

If. pint Gin

1 can Hawaiian Punch '
1 quart Orange Juice
3 12 oz. cans 7 up
1 block ice
(yields 1 gallon)
Take a punch bowl or any
large container and place ice in
it. Then pour ingredients slowly
o"er it. Stir well. Serve with

cracked or crushed ice and
enjoy the results. The recipe
can be expanded to meet the
needs of the group. To the
recipe you may also add rum
and garnish with sliced citrus
fruit.
The cool autumn evenings
find Gluten Wine as a superb
companion. Its rare combination of wine and spices
make it a drink beyond compare. This drink originated at
the ski I:esorst in Europe and is
now popular in the US. Many
good liquor stores carry Hot
Spiced Wine mix which can be
added to the wine and no talent
in cookery is required.
Howe'.' er, I don't believe our
liquor stores carry it. Now for
those of you who would care to
make a pot of hot spiced wine
here is the Heller Home version.
Gluten Wine
gallon wine (Burgundy
perferred)
2 cups sugar
6 cinnamon sticks
1 orange
1 lemon
cloves
1

Place wine in a large pot and
simmer on a stove or hot plate.
Add sugar and stir until
dissoh'ed. Add cinnamon sticks
and some cloves. The best way
to use the cloves is to make a
cloth bag and put the cloves in
it. This will pre'.'ent cloves from
getting into everybody's drink.
Taste test your wine every now
and then sothat you don't allow
it to get too spicy. Make it to suit
your own taste. Finally, slice
the orange and lemon and let
them soak awhile in the wine.
Remo'.'e from the heat and
ser-.'e. This recipe will ser..'e
about three couples.
Any new recipes for drinks
and foods of an unusual nature
will gladly be placed in this
column. I am hoping that the
Rolla coeds will be cooperative
in gb.'ing this column some new
and imaginative ideas. As you
know girls, the way to a man's
heart is through his stomach, so
let's show the Miner men that
you "'e got some class. If you
ha'.'e a recipe please put it in the
Miner Mailbox in front of T-14
or call 364-9945 and talk with
Patrick Michaels himself.
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And Another Thing
By Kent Yoest

Eating Clubs On The Rocks?
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Dr. Clair V. Mann says that Norwood Hall is
buM on foundations of a Civil War fortress and
arsenal. The Fortress, he says, called Fort
Dette, commanded the northeast section of
Rolla . Recently, construction workers on the
new University Center dug a streamline hole
near Norwood, which revealed wood fragments
which Dr. Mann thinks could be remnants of the
fortress, Pictured is Dr. Mann and Larry Coen, a
graduate studentin geology.
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Planned Parenthood
The philosophy of Planned
Parenthood is that e'.'ery child
should be a wanted child . The
local chapter of Planned
Parenthood has been expanding
its operations to ensure that
e'.' ery man and woman in this
area will have access to
professional help in planning
their families.
Planned Parenthood local
clinic has been in regular
operation since August. A
session is held each Wednesday
at 7:30 at 215 Highway 72 west
(near A and W rootbeer).
Enrollment at each session has
been steadily increasing each
time such that it is advisable to
make a reservation ..
Each woman who attends is
gh'en an examination and a .Pap
test for cancer by a licensed
physician. After a variety of
birth control methods are explained each woman is counseled in the method she chooses
by a specially trained nurse.
Information and counseling
on adoption, infertility, and
'.'asectomies is also available at
the Planned Parenthood office.
Each family is charged
accordingly to its ability to pay.
Many families which need the
help of Planned Parenthood
cannot afford to pay much, if
anything.
Ob'.'iously, money is needed to
fund the local office and cliuic.
. While federal matching funds
are a'.'aiiabIe. local supoort is
needed to raise the seed money

to get these federal grants.
The local chapter has set a
goal of $5 ,600 for its fund raising
acth'ities. With support from
the SI. Louis chapter and the
federal gO"ernment , each
dollar raised here will multiply
twenty-fold. An auction and
children 's book sale are among
fund raising acth'ities planned.
Any
indi"iduals
or
organizations interested in
contributing time or money to
this worthwhile organiza tion
should call Shirley Wright at
364-7016 . For general information or to make appointments for the clinic call
364-1509. E'.'eryone is welcome,
you need not be married to
attend the clinic.
Cure News
Last Saturday a dozen CURE
members collected o'.'er a ton of
trash from the Little Piney
Rh'er below Newburg. Braving
the unusually cold autumn
temperatures, two canoe loads
of bed springs , old tires,
refrigerators, oil drums, and tin
cans were collected. Overwhelmed by the sheer quanitty
of trash, less than half the intended distance was co vered.
CURE extends a special invitation to all those who missed
the cleanup last Saturday to
come out next spring and finish
the job.

Early last week, a rumor
began circulating aroun d the
campus. I! served to reinforce
th e beliefs of many that the
eating club was becoming a
useless institution to Miners ,
and that all the existing clubs
were in deep financial trouble.
The rumor was concerned
with two clubs, "Prospectors"
a nd "5gers ," and a possible
merger between tbem.
Prospectors cl ub was in
trouble , and its officers knew it.
The organization owed several
bills to food s uppli er s, but no
offical amo unt was r eleased.
Membership had dropped from
87 in the spring of last year to 50
for this fall semester. It was
apparent that 50 could not
shoulder the debt the club had
incurred ,
includ ing
the
payment of a mortgage for a
new building, opened just last
year.
For " P " club, it was a
problem of either merge with
another club , or close its doors
permanently. Officers sought a
merger.
The clubs a·... ailable for
merger were limited to
Shamrock, Campus, and 5gers,
all of whom rent their buildings.
I! was found that both Campus
and Shamrock were supported
by more than adequate
mem bers ; therefore , they
would not likely be willing such
a merger and an assumption of
the debts of another club.
5gers Club, though showing a
drop in Membership and a large
accumulated debt also, was not
experiencing a great financial
hardship. The club had a

patronage of about 100 members, which was lower that last
Spring's 130, but enough to
maintain the organization. Then
why was 5gers willing to
merge?
According to Larry Summers,
president , and Jerry Cook ,
business manager of 5gers , it
was an "economic necessity. "
They pointed out that the
monthly board bills of the club
had risen about 25 per cent aver
last year's , or an increase of
about 10 - 1:; dollars. This increase wan not due solely to the
r ise in food costs. Lower
membership was preventing
low er-cost meals because the
fix ed costs had to be distributed
o'.' er a smaller base . With a
merger , 5gers saw an opportunity to lower the monthly
bills to members. Though the
bills will not be as low as last
year's, they should become
more competitive in price with
the larger clubs.
Though the merger is not yet
official , due to legal matters,
old prospectors and 5gers began
eating in the new 5gers club
Saturday, in the Elm street
building. For the remainder of
the semester, the club, called
5gers in order to retain its intramural standing, will operate
under the joint leadership of the
officers of the two old clubs.
The debts of the two will be
combined. In January, a single
set of officers will be selected,
and next fall a completely new
name will be chosen. The only
remaining problem is whether
5gers will be able to sub-lease
their former basement dwelling

on loth street.
But what were the reasons
behind the drop in membership
leading to the merger? For it
seemed tragic , but officers of
the Prospectors Club felt that
with just twenty more members , they could ha'.'e sur,.'ived
on their own .
According to Lou Moss, ad" iser to P Club, the drop in
enrollment is partly to blame .
But Mr. Moss pointed out that a
great migration of students to
apartments and trailers where
they do their own cooking has
se"erly
limited
member
potentials. He also considered
the locations of the two clubs ,
especially Prospector 's, as
being
detrimental.
New
students could easily find
Shamrock, Tech , Campus, or
Engineer's clubs, as those are
close to the campus. But 5gers
a nd Prospector's were both
"out of the way," and harder to
find .
I! was probably best that both
clubs realized their positions
when they did. It was obvious
that all members concerned
sensed the probelm facing
them , as 100 percent of both
clubs ·... oted in fa vo r of the
merger . Prospects (no pun
intended) look good for the new
club. Five eating clubs will be
much easier to maintain and
compete than six. The mutual
understanding of the situation ,
as exhibited by the members in
their '.'ote will, it is felt , be instrumental in correcting the
finacial problems and setting
up a stronger organization.

How To Write AResume
Our last article was concerned with tips on job interviews. This week we will
discuss two other important
factors in your successful
search for the right job resumes and letters of application
RESUMES
Most of your initial job contacts will be through the mail.
This places primary importance on the appearance and
content of your personal
resume . No other tool, outside
of your own personality and
salesmanship, will playa more
critical part in attracting attention to your qualifications
than your written resume.
1. USE THE STANDARD
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
FORM FIRST. This Is a standarlzed one page document in
use by most campus placement
offices across the country. The
format is familiar to all experienced company recruiters,
and should be the primary
source of interview information
you provide for campus
recruiters you will meet.
2. USE A LONGER PERSONAL RESUME ONLY IF
YOU NEED IT, AND HAVE
TIME
TO
PROPERLY
PREPARE IT.
A specially prepared personal
resume, possibly on colored
paper, can be very effective if
you have considerable previous
full time work experience or
another special qualUications
(publications, research, or
special studies) to present to a
prospective employer. ,Space is

limi ted on the standard inten'iew form for such purposes.
However, a single supplemental
page will usually suffice for
campus inter view purposes ;
only if you have the needed time
and facilities should you consider preparing a special
resume.
3. USE DISCRETION IN
PICKING
THE
INFORMATION YOU PRESENT
ON ANY FORM OR WRITTEN
DOCUMENTATION REGARDING YOUR BACKGROUND
Be as realistic as possible in
the statement of your job interests. Don't try to include
under work experience, every
odd job you have ever had since
childhood . Written recommendations are useless unless
you have had two or more
years of full time work experience. Try to include the
name of one faculty or staff
member on campus who knows
you personally and can appraise your habits as a student.
Other personal references are
not needed for a campus interview, and can be supplied
later for final job negotiation.
4. KNOW THE PROPER
FORMAT FOR BOTH THE
STANDARD
INTERVIEW
FORM AND THE SPECIAL
PERSONAL RESUME.
Pick up your sample at the
Placement Center.
5. BE BRIEF, BUT FACTUAL.
In most cases a one page
resume is sufficient, unless you
ha ve substantial work ex-

perience or an advanced degree
with considerable research or
special study involved.
LETTERS OF APPLICATION
A well written application
letter is your personal calling
card through the mail to a
prospective employer. The time
and care you spend on this
important document will
determine how much attention
it recei ves upon arri val at its
destination.
1. DON'T BE AFRAID TO
WRITE THEM.
No campus placement office
will ever be able to schedule
interview visit dates for all of
the employers who will meet the
job needs of all the graduates on
that campus . You cannot
depend solely on
placement office contacts. You
should,
however,
be
discriminating in your choice of
employers in addressing letters
of application.
2.
TRY
TO
AVOID
DUPLICATED LETTERS.
The time and facilities which
are available will determine the
course
you . follow
in
making employement contacts
by mail. Very few students have
the time to type out a special
letter to more than a few
prospect v e
employers ,
However , you should remember
that ~ customized letter pointing up your potential value in a
specific area to any prospective
employer will always attract
more favorable attention. The
investment in time or money to
hire a typist will in most cases
be a worthwhile one:
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The 1971
l\IARY ROTTLER
Th e br ot he r s of Acac ia
Fraternity are proud to present
Ma r y
R ottl e r
as
our
Homecoming Queen Ca ndida te.
During Mary 's high school days
sh e wa s "ery ac ti ve in in terscholastic spor ts , including
" oll ey ba ll , gymnastics . an d
track. Mary was also acti;'e in
many of the sc hool's social
clubs , in clu d in g Th e Fu t ure
Business Leaders of Am erica ,
and the F uture Homema kers of
Amer ica. Mar y is now ma rried
to one of our ill ustr ious a lumni.
The couple ma ke their home in
Vida , Missouri. Ma ry occupi es
her time profitabl e by working
here in Roll a at t he E m pourium . We feel that Mar y
Rottle r is a fin e exa mpl e of
Am e ri ca n Wo m e nhood an d
desen.'es the di stinction of be ing
the Uni'..'ersity of Missouri at
Rolla 's Homecomi ng Queen.

KAREN DOLLAR
The In dependents are proud
to present Mrs. Karen Dollar a s
their
ca ndid ate
for
Homecoming Queen. Ka ren , 18,
is a gorgeous 5'5" soph omore at
UMR a nd is the Women's dor m
super'..'isor . Mrs. Dolla r is from
Hopki ns'.'ill e, Kentucky where
she gr adua ted in th e top ten of
her class. She achieved such
awar ds
as
Outsta nding
American High School Student
and Who ' s Who Among
Amer ica n
Hi g h
Sch oo l
Stud e n ts . Her favo r ite s ports
a r e te nnis a nd horsebac k
riding. E scorting her is her
husba nd Mr. Robert Dolla r .

HOlllecolll~

SUZE TTE GROSS
The m e n of Th e ta Chi are
proud to present Miss Suzette
as
their
1971
Gross
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Suze tte is a 5'5", eighteen year
old brunette from St. Charles,
Mo. She is a freshman at the
University 'of Missouri-Rolla,
majoring in Computer Science.
Suzette 's escort is Steve Van
Leer.

SUSAN PETERS
The men of Sigma Pi are
proud to present Miss Susan
Peters as their Homecoming
Queen candidate. Sue works for
Uni'.'ersal Oil Products Company a s an executive secretary.
She will be escorted by her
Fiance Bob DePrat.

A:\:\ HE:\RY
Delt a Ta u Delta is pr oud to
present Mi- 3 Ann Henry as their
1971
Hom eco min g
Qu een
candidate. Ann is a cute green
eyed brunette who is currently a
sophomore majoring in speech
pathology at Southeast Missouri
Sta te Coll ege . Ann 's in terest
r a nge fr om ba se ba ll a nd
swimming to music.

NANCY HARTKE
Kappa Sigma has selected for
their 1971 Homecoming Queen
candidate , Miss Nancy Hartke.
Nancy is a senior attending
Southwest Missouri State. She is
major ing in Biology, pla nning
to go into high school education.
Be fore t r a ns fer rrin g to SMS ,
Nancy a tt end ed Mer am ec
Community College where whe
wa s a m e mb er of Phi Thet a
Ka pp a Honor F ra te rnity.
Na nc y is th e da ught er of Mr .
a nd Mrs. Warr en Ha rtke of
Crestwood . Mo.
SAN DR A ELKINS

.ti

SAR A CAR:\ E Y
The sisters of La mbda Sigma
Sorority are proud to present
their
candidate
for
Homecoming Queen , Miss Sara
Carney. Sara is a junior at UMR
majoring in Computer Science.
Sara is a 5'2" brunette . She
enjoys music, outdoor sports
and reading.

l\'ANCY ANN SHE LTON
The broth e rs of Triangl e
Fraternity are proud to announce
as
their
1971
Homecoming Queen Candidate,
Miss Nancy Ann Shelton. Nancy
is a lovely eighteen year old 5'
6" blonde from St. Louis, Mo.
Nancy is a freshman at the
University of Missouri - Rolla,
majoring in Math . Dave
Noelken is to be Nancy's escort.
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The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi
a re proud to present Miss
Sa ndra Elkins as their 1971
Homecoming Queen ca ndida te.
Sa ndy is an honor stude nt a t
the Unil.'ersity of Missouri-St.
Loui s , where she is majoring in
m athe m a ti cs. She al so works
pa r ttime a t the UMSL Computer Center as a student
operator .
Sa ndy is a vivacious twenty
ye ar old, 5'3 " rall with brow n
hair a nd ha zel eyes. She is
extre mely interested in co m puters and is looking forward to
working in the field following
graduation .
Alpha Epsilon P i feels that
they are well represented by
their choice for queen . Miss
E lkins will be escor ted by
Brother Craig Schultz.

ADONI CA DORIS HENLEY
The men of Alpha P hi Alpha
are unduly proud to announce
Miss Adonica Doris Henley as
their Homecom ing Queen of
1971.
She embodies all of our ideals
as a queen, and is truly a
woman whom we hold in high
esteem. She is a freshman at the
Uni'.'ersity of Missouri at Rolla ,
enrolled in the Computer
puter Science cirriculum.
She is a woman of infinite
poise and grace. Her previous
experience as a contestant in
the Miss Black America Beauty
P ageant, and as an employee of
the Model Ma rt Model Agency
merits this fact. Among her
oth e r tal ents , are basketball
and badminton which she plays
for t he Thoma s J e fferson
Residence Hall .
We t hi nk we have m a de a n
excellent choice for a queen
candidate; a beautiful woman,
intellectual and proud; one who
will cOfl'.'ey our sentiments.

LANA LINVILLE
The brothers of Kappa Alpha
'. 'ery proudly present Miss Lana
Lim.jlle as their candidate for
the 1971 Homecom ing Queen.
The attractive 5' 2" blue-eyed
blonde is from Gallatin ,
Missouri. As a student at
Gallatin High School, Lana was
'..'ery active both academically
a nd socially. During her junior
ye ar sh e was a candidate for
fo otball homecoming queen and
was initiated into the Na tional
Honor Society . As a senior she
wor ked hard as the president of
the student body , and upon
gradua tion was thir d in her
graduating class. Besides being
actively in vol ved in schoo l
affa irs Lana was active in local
affairs. She was second r unner u p in a bea uty co ntest spon sored by the Galla tin Cha m ber
of Commerce . Presently she is
s tudying business a t Centra l
Missour i State .College . La na's
warm a nd radiant personality
com bin ed wi th he r no tica ble
good looks make her the perfect
choice for the men of Kappa
Alpha . She will be escorted by
her brother Steve Gann.

SUSAN WILMORE
The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha are proud to present Miss
Susan Wilmore as their 1971
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
Sue is a fres hman at the
Un i versity of Missou ri
Columbia . Some of her many
acth.' ities include bei ng t he
social chairman of Wolpers
Hall. She is also a model for
Wrangler sportswear. Sue has a
wide interest in sports. These
include track , cross-co untry
and '.'olleyball.
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MAUREEN DALY
The brothers of Phi Kappa
Theta are proud to announce
their selection of Miss Maureen
Daly as their 1971 Homecom ing
Queen candidate.
Maureen resides in north St.
Loui s co unty whe re sh e is a
senior at U.M.S .L. ma joring in
sec on4ar y education . After
graduation, she plans to teach
high school English.
The men of Phi Kappa Theta
feel that Maureen could make
an outstanding Homecom ing
Queen for the 1971 festi vities .
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MARY PESEK
The Brothers of Theta Xi
Fraternity a nnounce Miss Mary
P esek as our 1971 Homecoming
Queen candidate. Ma r y, a
viva cious 5'2" bl ond , is a t wo
year veteran of Rolla party
weekends . Mary is a sophomore
at the University of MissouriColumbia campus and is
currently majoring in business.
She loves to party and the
brothers are sure UMR will love
her. We present to you - Miss
Mary Pesek .
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ELAINE DAUGHERTY
The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi Fraternity are proud to
present Miss Elaine Daugherty
as their 1971 Homecoming
Queen candidate.
Elaine is a vivacious five foot
three inch blonde presently in
her Senior year at Southwest
High in St. Louis . She enjoys
horseback riding, boating,
swimming, and tennis. She is
active in her Student Council,
Girls Athletic Association and is
also affiliated with Sigma Phi
Theta, a high school sorority.
She is presently employed
part time at -Deaconess
Hospital. Upon graduation she
plans to continue in the career
of nursing.
The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi feel the choice of Miss
Daugherty wiII add to the excitement and glamor of the 1971
Homecoming.

SANDY McLAIN
T.J.'s favorite doll this year
for Homecoming Queen candidate is Sandy McLain. She is a
freshman at UMR majoring in
Psychology. Sandy, a 5'7" blueeyed blonde, graduated from
Lindbergh High School in St.
Louis where she was an active
member of Pep Club, GAA, and
Honor Society. Her favorite
hobby is painting. Sandy plans
to be an active member in both
dorm and campus activities and
will represent the T.J. Dolls in
many intramural sports. Her
escort wiII be Dick Lenz, a
sophomore at UMR majoring in
Computer Science.

JANE POWELL
The Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity are proud to
present Miss Jane Powell as our
1971 Homecoming Queen
candidate .
Miss
Powell
graduated from Rolla High
School $lnd is presently a
sophomore at William Woods
College in Fulton , Missouri. She
is a member of Alpha Chi
Omega Social Sorority and is
majoring in history. Among her
'!arious activities, Miss Powell
is active in her sorority, a
member of The History Club,
and is presently on the Dean's
List. We feel Miss Powell is
extremely
capable
of
representing Sigma Phi Epsilon
as this year 's Homecoming
Queen candidate.

MARGARET J EAN MURPHY
The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity are proud to
announce as their candidate for
the honor of Homecoming
Queen, Miss Margaret Jean
Murphy.
.
Margaret is a lovely 22 year
old 5' 3" brunette from Richmond Heights, Missouri. She
has graduated from the
University of Missouri
Columbia with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Housing and
Interior Design.
Margaret is now employed at
Aetna Life and Casualty Insurance Company. In her spare
time , she enjoys painting ,
swimming and skiing.
Margaret's escort is Brother
Elmer Schneider.

DEBBIE WINTERS
The members of Tech Club
are proud to present their
candida te for
the
1971
Homecoming Queen pageant.
Her name is Debbie Winters.
A 1969 graduate of Bayless
High School , in St. Louis ,
Debbie stands at 5'5" and
weighs 116 lbs.
Her
outstanding
characteristics center around
her cooking and needlework.
Among her accomplishments is
an embroidered quilt, taking
fi'!e years to complete. She also
enjoys such sports as horseback
riding, ice skating, and others.
So it is with great enthusiasm
that Tech Club offers their
candidate to the Homecoming
contest of beauty .

J ANE D. WILLI AMS
The brothers of Beta Sigma
Psi are proud to present as their
queen
candidate
for
homecoming , Miss Jane D.
Williams.
Jane, who will be escorted by
Steve Brown , is a pert brunette
with a lively and easy going
personality. This 5'0", blue
eyed, 19 year old lives in Sappington , Missouri. She is a 1970
graduate of Lutheran South .
She is presently an employee
of All-State Insurance Company, and her interests
basically include music and
sporting
acti vities.
The
brothers of Beta Sig feel they
will be well represented by Miss
Williams as their queen candidate.

DIANA HA RRISON
Campus Club is proud to
present, a s its Hom ecom ing
Queen Candidate , Miss Diana
Harrison. Diana is a sophomore
majoring in Civil Engineering
at the University of Missouri Rolla. This 19 year old, fi ve foot
three coed is a member of
Campus Club , Society of
Women
Engineers
(corresponding secretary ) ,
UMR Chorus , UMR band (flag
bearer) , and American Society
of Women Engineers. Diana is
from Florissant, Missouri.
Campus Club is honored to
ha'·!e Diana represent us , and
we feel she would be an excellent Homecoming Queen.

LEE ANN F RONICK
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon
a r e proud to present Mr . Lee
Ann Fronick as our 1971
Homecoming Queen candidate.
A sparkling 5' 6" blonde, Lee is
a senior at UMR in psychology,
and works parttime at Kroger
in order to keep her husband
Charlie Fronick also in school.
Lee participates in many facets
of both Teke and campus
activities , particularly sports,
including bowling, softball, and
e'!en football .
In high school she ser ved as
Student Council President and
as a me mber of the National
Honor Society 'and currentl y
boasts a gradepoint about 3.0 at
UMR.
We look forward to Lee's
reign as our Homecoming
Queen and feel she would make
an excellent choice for the
entire campus.
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SALLY MINGES
Sigma Tau Gamma is proud
and happy to present Miss Sally
Minges as their Homecoming
Queen candidate for 1971.
Previously being employed as a
secretary by a consulting firm,
Sally now attends Merl;lmec
Community CollE:ge, where
she's presently enrolled as a
liberal arts student. She's
a cheerleader and active in
'!arious student activities. Miss
Minges lives in south St. Louis
county where she is involved in
the community' as a swim instructor at the Y.W.C.A. and
volunteer worker a t a school for
the retarded. Our lovely candidate's ambition to become
an
airline
stewardess
illustrates her outgoing personality and attractiveness. We
the brothers of Sig Tau know
she'll capture your hearts as
she has .ours.

iss MarY
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~ary, a
isa tWO
la party
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~ssoun'
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NOTICE
Advance Ucke~ for
CHASE will go on sale
October 14 and 15 in the
coat room of the Student
Union from 12:00-3:00 p.m.

CINDY NELSON
The 59'ers take great pleasure
in introducing Cind y Nelson.
She is a cheerful 5'7" blond ,
with a desire to be an airline
stewardess. A lovely coed from
Uni versity
of
MissouriColumbia , Cindy is very active
in sports. Diving, swimming
and tennis are her fa vorites. A
frequent visitor to our campus,
Cindy wishes a successful
weekend for all.

MERRIL Y GLOTFELTY
The men of Prospector's Club
are proud to present Miss
Merrily Glotfelty as their 1971
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Merrily is a 5' 6", green-€yed,
natural blonde.
She
is
presently a senior Psychology
major. Her major Miner
qualification is being the first
secretary of ouf campus paper.
Prospector's Club along with
her escort Ron Parker believe -that Merrily would be a fine
choice for Homecoming Queen.

MARY LYNN SUCKIEL

Shamrock Club's candidate for
Homecoming Queen is lo vely
Miss Mary Lynn Suckiel. Mary
Lynn , a Freshman at UMR
majoring in Computer Science,
comes to us from Kansas City's
O'Hara High School where she
distinguished herself
by
graduating third in her class as
well as taking an active part in
activities such as Intramurals,
Track , Math Club, Pep Club,
National Honor Society, and
CYO. Since coming to UMR,
Mary Lynn has taken an active
part in both Shamrock Club and
Wesley Foundation. Shamrock
is indeed quite proud to present
Mary Lynn as its candidate for
Homecoming Queen.

(Queens' cont. on Page 10)

NOTICE
St. Pat's Benefit Movie
"Kelley's Heroes" Movie
Times is 6:30 and 9:30 at
the Uptown Theater on
Wednesday, Oct. 27 . Advance is 50 cents and 75
cents at the door.
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Homecoming Queens

STEPHANIE RICHARDT

CHRIS McKLOSKEY

The men within the M.R.H.A .
are truly honored to present
Miss Stephanie Richardt as
their Homecoming Queen
Candidate. Stephanie , presently
living in Rolla , hails from
Frontenac , Missouri. Her
cur vaceo us figure carried by
her 5'9" frame, only exemplifies her elegance as a true
lady. An opportunity, such as
this, to present this nineteen
year old, brown-haired woman,
comes but only once . If her
beauty is an indication of her
maturity, then she is indeed
'!ery beautiful . Known for her
melodeous voice, her magnetic
personality, and her beauteous
smile, we are certain that your
choice will be she. Stephanie
will be escorted by Mark Naber .

Sigma Nu is extremely proud
to announce that Chris
McK loskey has gi ven her
consent to represent Sigma Nu
as
our
ca nd ida te
for
Homecoming Queen . E ven
being first among fraternities in
grade point two out of the past
three semesters, we have not
lost our aesthetic tastes as can
be readily discerned with one
glance at Chris. This eighteen
year old, fb!e foot eight, brown
haired a nd brown eyed coed
from SMS is a pledge of Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority and
planning to be active the dorm
government at SMS.
All Sigma Nu's are looking
forward to cheering on this
'.' eteran of six party weekends,
and her escort Craig Korkoian
as she is crowned Homecoming
Queen, 1971.

Job Interviews
Dow Chemical Company
City of St. Louis
Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric
PPG Industries
Amoco Production Company
CECO CORPORATION
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Cities Service Oil Company
Union Carbide-Carbon Products Div .
Corps of Engineers-St. Louis
Corps of Engineers-Kansas City
Bechtel Corpora tion
Trane Company
Babcock & Wilcox
Dowell-Division of Dow Chemical
Xerox Corporation

October 25, 26, 27
October 26
October 26
October 26, 27
October 26, 27
October 26
October 26, 27
October 27, 28
October 27, 28
October 27
October 27
October 27, 28
October 27, 28, 29
October 28, 29
October 28
October 28

For Further Information Consult the Placement Office.

NOTICE
Det 442 AFROTC will be giving
the Air Force Officer Qualifying
Test (AFOQT ) during evening
hours the last two weeks of
October. Students who feel they
can qualify for pilot training
and desire to enter our two (2)
year program next fall should

call 341-4750 or 4749 or drop by
AFROTC at the Land Survey
Building to make an appointment for testing. There is
no oblIgatIOn to taking the test.
Women are eligible for nonflying participation.

Uptight about a career??
T o insure their futures
PAC E - (Professional Associates for Career Enhan ce·
ment) - was formed. PACE is not an employment
agency ... PACE is a Career Development Agency.

WHAT IS

K::E

?

PACE is comprised of
professional people - psychol ·
ogists, management consulta nts,
promotional specialists, finan·
cia l advisors , writers and reo
searc hers - who can help you
choose the right path toward a
meaningful career. Come in ,
and learn how.
Executi ve Suite - Carney Manor
Phon e 364-6790
Rolla, Missouri 65401

BUBBA BROS. REPORl
Juan Adolf Fidel San Dopa
was disco"ered by the Bubba
Brothers in a local hardware
store trying in a combination of
broken Mexican, Dago , and
English (Mexigo ) to explain to
the clerk that he signed a "X"
for the 5 sticks of dynamitE
because he always signed hi!
name " X" . The clerk was mon
than s lightly distr essed toe
because " A hit" was hot listet
as one of the authorized uses oj
dynamite in the " Pamphlet of
Rules and Regulations for the
Sale and Use of Dynamite
within the United States of
America--No . 8760B92 ", and
she, "Wasn' t going to sell no
hippy creep anything for pesos,
hell I don 't e'.'en know the exchange rate! "
His brown beret and the fact
that one generally doesn 't see
people in downtown Rolla
wearing fatigu es , car r yi ng a
rifle , and holding a la rge bag
that smelled curiously like
marijuana attracted us enough
to approach the man and try to
be of assistance. The con" ersation follows:
Juan : Hey Piasho, you can help
thees lady comprende, si! ? !
Buba: Sure pal , but first lets
ska te and then try your act
somewhere else.
Exit the hardware store and
retire to the Bubba 's penthouse.
Introductions are made and .. .
Bubba : So you see Juan , it's a
little different buying dynamite
here than in Old Mexico ,
besides what do you need
dynamite for?
Juan: For the ultima te hit
Seeneor. You juss shoot up 3
steeks of dynamite and theen
step en front of a fast moving
freight train. Et 's a real "off".
You see , I'm geeveng m y life
for the cause! (He stands and
salutes toward the southwest
corner of the room.)
Bubba : Well , I'm not exactly
into that sort of thing, but I
admire your dedication. Say
what were the other two sticks
to be for?
Juan: To try en deeslodge our
submarine from the bottom of
Freescu Pond. E t's been there
seence last spring, stuck en the
moss and bottles on the bottom .
Bubba : Oh . (I then decided to
try to ascertain the reason for
his anarchist activities.) Juan ,
what is your parentage?
Juan: Well, lets see , I theenk
my muther was a redback and
my father was a wetheck. Or
was it the other way around? It

was intraracial ; I rember , half
Mexican half spik.
Bubba: Did you like your
parents ?
Juan: E'!er eat enchilada sauce
o"er lasagna?
Bubba : (A more specific
question is required .) Well
Juan , if you found your rather
unusual home life tolerable why
did you decide that you must
tear down the established
go'!ernment and life styles
rather than take a more
moderate and sociall y accep table form of expressing your
dissatisfaction with the status
quo?
Juan : huh ?
Bubba: You are out to destroy
our present way of life, aren 't
you?
Juan : (shaken ) I don ' theenk
so ...
Bubba: Then why the train
wreck, and the smell of
marijuana, and the gun ...
Juan: Well you see my country
es veery poor, but we watch the
T.V. eh see you Americans
obsession weeth spectals eh
per' ersion. So my muther, shes
preety smart , si, she say we
heed to get thees yanquis down
here to Juarez eh fleece theem.
She say we heed a new tourist
trap
in
Juarez ... whores,
donkees, and smack are old
hat... See, I'm heer to geeve m~

life for a publicity stunt. I smeU
like grass wheech attracts the
keeds eh when I get them all
aroun ' me eh the park I tell
them about our keen new fun
filled entertainment park eh
Juarez. Eh athen the train
comes down the track eh as I
start-to jump eh front of et I say,
"Thees es only one of the great
acts you'll see!! Adios! KABOOM!!! Preety good idea, no?
Bubba: But the gun ...
Juan: My muther she gee'!e et
to me en case any sex maniacs
show up at my publicity stunt.
Bubba: What kind of sex
maniacs ?
Juan : My muther called theem
"coeds" I theenk!? !
Bubba: And the camp, it's only
an amusement park??
Juan: Si! We call et Six Flags
O"er Juarez! (The COll'! " ersation disgressed and we
were soon escorting Juan back
to the Frisco Pond. No
dynamite , no publicity stunt!)
Bubba: Well Juan better luck
next time , maybe you should try
for more press co'!erage.
Juan : My muther , she's no
gonna like thees! (He steps into
his boarding launch .>
Bubba: (looking to the sky )
Damn! And to think I used to
belie'!e everything I read in the
Miner ...

Corsages or Nosegays
Happy Flowers or

These days - a great nu mber of people
are college and high school graduates.

eS d
we~I

~

Happy Totegays
Be Homecoming
with Flo'w ers

Wall Flowers

Hwy 63 South
Across from Lions Club Park
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Theta Tau , the national
professional engineering
fraternity , will be accepting
applications for the Theta Tau
Freshman of the Year Award.
Applications are available at
the Student Union candy
counter. Until October 15th.
Applicants should deposit the
completed forms in the Theta
Tau mail box at the candy
counter . All sophomores who
were freshmen on the UMR
campus last year are urged to
apply for this distinguished
honor.
Theta Tau sponsors this
award each year to bestow
reward and recognition. on the_
outstanding freshman of the
year
his
sec-vice
and
achievement on the UMR
campus. It is indeed fitting that
Theta Tau sponsor this award,
having itself established an
outstanding
record
of
achievement and service since
its founding here 50 years ago.
The UMR chapter, one of
twenty-seven across the nation,
was established on the former
Missouri School of Miners and
Metallugy campus February 5,
1916, and since then has grown
to a position of prominence and
estreem.
Some of the services Theta
Tau renders include the Theta
Tau Calender which has just
recently been issued, and the
Ugly Man Contest for the
benefit of the March of Dimes.
The Freshman of the Year

61

•

Award is yet another, and Theta
Tau urges all eligible students
to apply for this unique campus
distinction.

.
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9T Seeks Freshman
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- SAVE UP TO 50% AUTO PARTS & ACC. - SPEED EQUIP.

HOOK AUTO
SUPPLY
ROLLA, MO.
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ST. P AT'S NOTICES
October 16 is the deadline
for the St. Pat's sweatshirt
design contest. Be sure to
place your design on a
sheet of unruled pa per and
turn in to your 81. Pat 's
Board. Rep this week.

513 HIWAY ~ S.

.

364-5252

Christopher Jewelers

..~

: c~!rt!deric ~ s

@olOllial 'l ) illage
TAVERN
NOW OPEN
10 A.M. to 1 A.M.

805 Pine Street

***

Catering T9 UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

HAPPY
.HOMECOMING
surrs

1Ru!1!1rll"8
wuwn & arullrgr l'IJup
Rolla's College Shop
"MEN'S CLOTHING EXCLUSIVELY"
713 PINE ST.
ROLLA, MO.
364·2323

h.i.s.
SPORTSWEAR

GANT
SHIRTMAKERS

Frosted Mugs
Coldest Beer In Town
·Sa ndwiches

.'.,..............

Steak Shrimp Chicken
Served Upstairs
at
Frederic's Restaurant
364-1503
Hwy. 63 &: Cedar

Rolla, Mo.
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Lottery Number
125

UMR Placement Service

ACTIVITY REPORT

Part 3 AUGUST & DECEMBER 1970
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'22
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10

27
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will receive an induction notice
in the near future. Tarr pointed
out that some of these men will
enter the Army in January,
February or March of next
year because of the extended
liability provisions of the
Selective Service regulations.
"Equity of treatment for all
registrants requires that all
men with RSNs of 125 or lower
face the induction process ,"
Tarr said . RSN 125 was the
ceiling for inductions through
June of 1971.
Tarr also said that he has
directed local and appeal
boards to defer all actions on
classifications , personal appearances , and appeals until
new regulations containing
draft reform provisions are
effected. The 1971 amendments
to the draft law which were
recentl y passed by Congress
require the Selective Service
System to publish all regulation
changes in the Federal Register
at least 30 da ys before they
become effective.
"Because of the many reform
provisions in the new law and
being instituted by the System,
it would be unfair not to extend
these forthcoming advantages
to registrants now facing
classification or appeal actions.
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~NER SPORTS

More Swim
lessons To
Be Offered

RICK REMLEY, SPORTS EelTOR

Clark Scores lone Miner TO

This year the UMR Athletic
Department
is
offering
swimming classes. These noncredit get-togethers are offered
by the department purely for
the enjoyment of the students .
Much to their surprise, the
response was o.... erwhelming. At
present, all their classes are
full. Next week, howe'!er, two
new classes will be opened.

Defense Leads Miners To 7-6 Win
The Golden Horde held a
potent Wisconsin offense to just
one touchdown as the Miners
squeaked by the Panthers, 76.Les Clark was the leading
ground gainer for the Miners as
he racked up 64 yards in 'Xl
carries and scored the only
Miner TD.
John Key was the defensive
star of the game as he intercepted a pass to stall a
Panther drive on the Miner one
yard line, preventing what
would have been the winning
score. In addition, he booted the
PAT which proved to be the
eventual margin of victory.
Midway through the first
period, the Panthers launched a
51 yard scoring drive which put
them into the lead 6-0.
A pass from QB Bill Carollo
to fullback Jim Shaw netted
eight yards and a draw play to
ErrolBarnett gained five. Two
keepers by Carollo proved to be
'<ital plays, as he picked up 19
yards and a first down. On a
clutch fourth and three from the
Miner 19, Carollo dove for the
first down . A pass-to JimShaw
set up a first and goal from the
six. It took Sha w two pia ys to
crack over, to make the score 6O.

Freshman Don Alexjun then
came in to attempt the PAT. His
kick was wide to the right; the
score remained at 6-0.
UWM tried to retain control of
the ball as they a ttem pted an
onside kick, which was picked

LES CLARK

up by Gary McAAlpin on his
own 48 yard line.
Hard running by Chatman
and Clark, plus pin-point
POINT PASSING BY Pat
Godwin led to the tying touchdown.
Chatman ran for six yards,
then one play later, Godwin hit
Somerville for a crucial first
down on the Panther 32, in a
third and three situation.
Godwin completed a six yard
toss to Martin Weekley; and
then faked a pass and carried
the ball himself for a first and
goal on the UWM 9.
Clark brought the ball down to
the three in two plays, when the
quarter ended. It was Clark up
the middle at the start of the
second quarter, which made it
fourth ·. and 1. An offsides call
against Wisconsin moved the
ball to the 2 foot line, where
Clark plunged oi.'er for the TD.
John Key added the extra
point which ga'!e the Miners a
one point margin, 7-6.
The rest of the game was a
defensh'e struggle , as the
Panthers had se'!eral opportunities to score, but the
Miner defense denied them
each time.
Carollo mo'·!ed the Panthers
to a third and inches on
theMiner 16 when Key intercepted a pass to stall the
dri"e.
With less than two minutes
left in the fourth quarter , the
Panthers again threatened, as
they had the ball on their own
42, trying for a vital first down.
Kim Colter, who played another
strong game as monster man,
deflected the fourth down pass,
and the Miners took o','er and
ran out the 55 seconds left on the
clock.
The Miners were not without
scoring chances of their own . A
25 yard Godwin to Somer .... ille
aerial strike and a 20 yard
ramble by Mike Joshua set up a
first and ten on the Panther 33.
Clark and Godwin mo .... ed the
ball to the 6 inch line, but the
Panther defense stiffened, and
the Miners came away emptyhanded.
The Miners were "as wellprepared for this game as we
ha'!e been for any club,"
according to Coach Allgood,
despite some short practices,
due to a hea'!y week of tests.

The difference in this game was
the fact that the defense and the
offense come up with the big
play when it was needed.
Godwin seemed to run more
than he has in the past, which
loosened up the Panther
defense, a 5-2-4, with a free
safety, anda lotof blitzing for a
college team.

Key To Victory
First Downs
Yds. Rushing
Yds. Passing
Passes
Interceptions
Fumbles Lost
Punts

Les Clark once again outpunted the opposition, by an
a'!erage of seven yards per
boot, to gh!e the Miners the
ad"antage of field position
throughout most of the contest.

,

UWM
13
171
67
8-24

UMR
11
158
77
8-20

3

2

8-28.8

10-35.4

o

The first of these is a Senior
Lifesa'!ing course, and the other
is a class for beginners. They
will both meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, the Lifesaving from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m., and the
beginner from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
All those interested in either
of these classes should contact
Ed Srenco in the Athletic
Department, but hurry. The
sign up deadline is tommorrow,
Thursday, October 14.

1

Scoring
UWM: Shaw 3 yard run in first
quarter. PAT by Alexjun no
good
UMR: Clark 1 yard run in
second quarter. PAT by Key

WMS In Conference Debut;

Miners Meet

Hope To Overcome Homecoming Hex
Horne again, returning from a
narrow '!ictory over the
Uni"ersity of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, the Miners this
week are preparing for the big
game of the year. All efforts this
week are bent towards the
defeat
of
the
terrible
"Homecoming Hex" which has
pre'.'ailed over the Miners for
the last se'!eral years. It seems
no matter how hard they try,
the Miners just cannot win on
Homecoming.
Hot off a thrilling 24-22 upset
o'-!er 30 point fa '!orites, Central
Missouri State , the Bearcats
from Northwest Missouri State
College are coming to town. The
game promises to be a good one.
The Bearcats, led by rookie
Head Coach Gladden Dye, come
to Rolla dreaming of sweet
re'!enge as they remember last
year 's humiliating contest with
the Miners. That game, played
in MarY'!ille, showed the Silver
Studs in their finest hour as they
trounced the Cats, 54-21
The Bearcats , with a
re'-! amped pro-style offense
ha"e a line they can depend
upon. With a returning letterman at almost e'!ery spot,
they are big, mean , and experienced. They could present
quite a challenge to the Golden
Horde. The man to watch is
Bruce Johnson. At 6'5", 235
pounds, this all MIAA tackle

returns, and punt returns. On
the other side will be Steve
Condon, another sophomore but
having somewhat less impressive credentials. The
tandon safety will feature a
pair of returning letterman.
aoth are back after injuries
sustained last season . The
Monster , middle Linebacker
position , will be filled by able
letterman, Rich Nelson . At 6'1",
210 pounds , he is an agressi ve
player who knows how to tackle.

can put a hole just about
anywhere he wants to. At
quarterback , they lack experience but ha ve all the raw
materials necessary in the form
of sophomore Mike Kennedy.
Prior to this season , the 6'3" ,
190 pounder had never called a
nrsity play. Says Coach Dye,
" He has all the tools to be a
great quarterback before he
lea'.'es this school" . In the backfield, they feature flanker back ,
Ste'!e McClusky. Last's years
leading rusher with 471 yards,
he pro'!ides ,the big punch to the
Bearcat offense. Once again,
howe'.!er, inexperience will hurt
them as they lack a tailback and
a fullba ck. The spots are
currently filled by sophomores,
able, yet new to the game.

0verall , the Bearcats ha ve
material for a good ball
club , but they lack the experience and depth necessary to
make it big in the MIAA. It's
ob'.' ious they can be beaten, but
they have shown they can win.
As Saturday's duel draws near,
and the Miners complete final
preparations, one cannot help
but feel that this is the year
when the Miners will kill the
Hex" .
" Homecoming
t~e

Un detense, depth is again the
problem. Wi th only six
" eterans ,
fr eshmen
and
sophomores will be used to fill
the gap. Anchoring the line is
awesome 6'5", 240 pound Bill
Hedge, the key man up front. At
tackle, big Bruce Johnson could
see duty here as well as on offense , but se'-!eral newcomers
are challenging him for the job.
At nose guard, '-!eteran, Doug
he fills the bill with the size
and experi ence necessary. In
the backfield they feature
sophomore Joe Wingate , last
year 's hotshot halfback . This
5' 11", 180 pound surprise led the
team in interceptions, kickoff

NOTICE
Intramural Cross Country
runners should report to
the Golf Shop by 4:45 p.m.,
Friday, October 15. Wear a
shirt so that a number can
.be pinned to it.
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Mu ral Roundup
By Pete Pi xum
requests (no , not my mother
aga in ) to do a high-wir e a ct
o"er J ackling F ield without a
net to climax the Homecom ing
tim e
celebrat ions .
ha lf
Regretfulll y , the cold wea ther
will ma ke this impossible.
It is such an imspir ing sight at
footba ll games, as I sit there in
the heated press box , wa tch ing
th e ch ee rl ea der s, the a ct ion ,
and e·.. en oc cas ion a ll y th e
fo otb a ll ga m e, to s ee a ll the
people slow ly turn ing to ice. The
cheerlea ders, with th eir shor t
ski r ts, (you ca n see all the way
up to Mun chkin La nd ), ha·.. e it
pa rti cul a rl y tough . I rea lly feel
ior them .
This week's intra mura l picks.
PETe
In th e firs t pl ayoff ga me, Alpha
And now once aga in , your
P hi Al pha takes on Delta Sigma
persona l pipeli ne to th e future,
P hi . Alph a P hi h as a potent
P is tol P ete Pixum , will wea '''e
off ense,
fea turin g
fa s t
r ece i"er s, a nd a scramb lin g
his magic spell o'' 'er a thleti c
e"ent s; pas t, pr esent , and
qua rlerback.
future.
Delta Sig, on the oth er ha nd ,
Las t wee k , R oll a's m os t
has gi'.'en up onl y three touchprom inent prognos tica tor was
do wns in th e entir e yea r . Th e
eight out of ten for 80 per cent ,
irr es is t ibl e for ce m ee ts the
immo" a ble object. Objecti ·... ely
which ra ises th e yea rly tota l to
74 or 90 percent, (Clyde's slide
spea kin g, we a r e fo rced to go
wit h Alph a Phi .
rul e accuracy is zero to nil.)
P UBLI C APOLO GY to th e
In the second gam e, Pikers
broth ers of Alph a Phi Alpha:
" 5. TE KE. P ikers ha"e a more
se"era l of the A Phi 's made a
im press j,'e record . TEKE seem
po int of ca lling Miner editor
to come fr om a tougher league.
Roger , " the Dodg er " Ell is to
P ikers o'''er TEKE .
inform him lhat th ey do NOT
In the finals, assum ing that it
eat
wa term elon.
is P ikers "~So Alpha Phi , all the
ind eed
Wh eth e r they ac tu a lly cheer
wa y with A P hi A.
" E ee---P si" is sti ll unresoh.'ed.
Our intra mura l rankings :
I. Alph a P hi Alpha
Sorry about tha t sli p-up , guys.
It was a pr etty fruit joke,
2 Delta Sigma Ps i
anyway.
3. P i Ka ppa Alph a
4. Ta u Kappa Epsilson
Clyde an d I made a trip to the
land of Band G las t week ,
I n the futu re , if a nyone has
disco"ered that rarest of a ll
any complaints, don't ca ll the
birds, the Band G girl. Their
Dodger , and do n't ca ll Clycde. I
natura l habitat is a desk out on
might lose my sofl staff joy and
fraternity row , (well , near it
be sent to work. Mail any unanyway) where they sit and
fa"orable comments direct to
think up jokes for their boss.
the Dead Letter Office of you r
They in formed me that Pete
ne ighborhood Post Office.
bears a superficia l resemblance
I will send by fastest re turn
to Band G man Wa lter Sands,
mai l, a piece of persona lly
augog r aphed h ate ma il , an d
power plant di .... ision. What a
Olym pi a Press' latest electri c
coincidence??
I ha " e r ece i ve d nu mero us
" ibra tor catalogue.

TEKE
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Pete Sez A. Phi A.

Football Finals Tomorrow Night
Las t night the sem i-fina ls of
the 197 1 Int ram ura l Fo otba ll
Sc he d ule go t und erw a y with
Alpha P hi Al pha meeting Delta
Sigma Ps i at 6:00 p.m . and P i
Ka ppa Alpha clas hin g with
TEKE a t 7:30 p.m . The winners
of these two ma tches wi ll fi ght
it out fo r 320 first pl ace points
tomor row night at 7:30 p.m .
Delta Sig, th e s ilent victors
the pas t few weeks , fini shed the
s eas on und e fea ted in fh' e
ga mes. Monday they ran o'!er
Sigm a Nu , 43-0, to clin ch their
lea gue titl e. A de fen se le d by
Dea n Ba fford and Sco tt
Hoelscher has gi '.'en up onl y
three touchdowns , all on passes.
Sc ra mbli ng quarterback Di ck
Hell wege di rects one of the few
offenses that ba la nces the ir
pass ing with an equa l amount of
ru sh ing. Hell wege 's prim e
targets are Bill Rener , Da n
Maschman n a nd J im Hell wege.
Dick Hell wege and R us s
Reim an ha ndl e mos t of the
rushing attack .
Led by quart erb ac k De nni s
Mi era , P i Kappa Alpha ca me
out on top in League Three with
a 6-0 record . A 48-0 shell ing of
Th eta Chi Wedn esday fini shed
reg ul ar season for the Pi kers .

Mi era's fa '.'o ri te ta rg et s are
Terry Hi ll , Mark Smith a nd
Ste··. 'e Beiderm an . P i K. A.'s
stingy defense has gi'..'en up an
a·... erage of less tha n one touchdown per ga me.
Ta u Ka ppa Epsilon upset last
yea r 's cha mpion La mbda Chi
Alpha in League One . TEKE ,
al so undefea ted with a 6-0
record, shutout Ca mpus Club ,
21-0, to fini sh the season. TEKE
offensi'.'e punch is found in
Ra ndy Lang's passes to three
s pee dy r eceh.'ers: T im Spi e k ,
Dennis Mi er a nd AI Sa nuskar .
TEKE 'S defense nas recorded
three shtou ts and has gi'.!en up
no more than 14 poin ts in a
ga me.
The four th tea m in the pl ayoffs , Alph a P hi Al ph a , com bin es
the mos t potent offense with one
of the league 's finest defenses .
A. P hi A. wo n the ir s ixth
stra ight " ictor y with an easy
win o·.. er T . J ., 40-0. Gary
Thurman heads an offense that
speciali zes in the long "bo mb" .
Thurman relies on the speed of
ends Sam Brown a nd Bob
Morri son for his long touchdowns. The defense led by
Vewisor Dixon has gi'!en up an
a "erage of fi " e po in ts or less

per ga me and picks off several
opponent 's passes a ga me .
This past week 's games not
only pro'.'ided the league ·..'ictors
but also had some exciting
contests for second and thrid
pl aces. Lambda Chi defea ted
Sigm a Pi , 27 -21 , to finish in
second place in their league.
Delta Tau Delta won m'er Beta
Sig , 21-16, a nd Campus, 20-7, to
mo"e into a tie for third . Kappa
Sig whitewashed Shamrock, 480, for seco nd pl ace behind A.
P hi A. 5gers ca me in third with
a 53-6 win o"er Acac ia . Phi
Kap pa Th eta's ·... icto r y o'.'er
Tech Club , 20-14, ga·..'e them
seco nd pl ace behind Pi K . A.
The P ikers 28-7 victory over
The ta Xi m a int a in e d th e ir
unbl em ishe d r eco rd . Si g Ta u
Ga m ma m o'!ed into seco nd
pl ace in League Four with a 9-6
" squ ea ker " over Sig E p .
Tria ngle finished in third place.
Wesley rema ined on top of the
Spec ia l Leag ue with A . E. P i
behind them as no games were
pl ayed this past week. The final
League Sta ndings appears elsewhere on this page .
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TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miner s Hang Out
Mi chelo b & Bott le Beer
Pizza
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

A football hero named Max
Found it terribly hard to relax;
So he followed each blitz
With a tall can of Schlitz
Till his coach was apprised of the facts.
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Distributing Co.
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MIAA Begins Conference Slate
Northwest Upsets Central, 24-22
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This weekend will mark the
first full slate of MIAA football
competition. The conference
members ha ve primed their
guns with experience gained
from non-conference opponents .
The MIAA schools have fared
will in their pre-conference
schedules , an admirable feat
considering the level of competition has improved since last
season.
Last year MIAA teams
combined for a 17-8 record
against non-league opponents in
a convincing display of power.
However, it must be said that
the level of non-conference
competition was less than
challenging. This year the
competition has been beefed up
and surprisingly, the MIAA
schools are still rolling up
winning records.
The Northeast Missouri State
Bulldogs have posted a 3-1
record thus far. Their only loss
came at the hands of a small
college giant, Arkansas State,
34-0. -This was a case of the
over
competition
being
challenging. The game _was a
suicidal affair from the date of
scheduling. The Bulldogs ,
however, ha'.'e been impressive
in their other pre-conference

games with wins over Western
Illinois and Northern Illinois .
Last Saturday the Bulldogs
surprised
Wayne
State
Uni'.'ersity 14-6. The victory
made the other MIAA coaches
aware that the Bulldogs are out
for more than a half--share of
the conference crown this
season.
The Southeast Missouri State
Indians have shown surprising
strength coming off a disappointing 5-5 season. The crippled Indians are now 3-1-1.
SEMS has had injury problems
all season and a lack of depth is
the major factor in considering
the Indians conference record.
Victory came easily over
Missouri Southern , but the
competition became tougher ,
and the injuries became more
plentiful. Delta State College
surprised the Indians who had
to come up with a field goal in
the last minute to salvage a 1010 tie. The Indians were outclassed when they traveled to
Alabama to take on Jacksonville State. Jacksonville
finished number two in the final
NAIA poll last season and have
picked up where they left off.
They trounced the Indians 57-0.
The Indians ha'.'e taken a

Kubiak Leaves UMR
With Shoulder Iniury
In an attempt to clarify the
rumors which have been
floating around concerning the
claim status of Steve Kubiak ,
the MINER asked Coach
Allgood for some straight
answers.
Kubiak has been a mainstay
in the Miner rushing attack in
the pre-conference season and
had been a bright spot in the as
yet impotent Miner offense. In
the first three games of the
season, Kubiak had carried 23
times for a 3.3 yard average and
one touchdown.
The truth of the matter is that
Steve Kubiak will not be playing
the rest of the season. The
reason? Steve sustained a

shoulder injury at the beginning
'of the season. For several days
he could not practice at all and
for a good portion of the time
could not full speed. With his
shoulder
lDJury,
Kubiak
missed several days of class
and consequently got behind in
se',,'eral courses.
In short, things weren't too
rosy. Steve decided not only to
playing football but to drop his
classes for the remainder of the
semester. Coach Allgood says
we can expect to see the lanky
halfback back next semester.
Only one thing ; spring
graduation opponents aren't
that plentiful .
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physical beating in their preconference schedule. They were
without the services of their
regular quarterback, running
back, and fullback last weekend
but still managed to manhandle
the raging Springfield Bears.
The contest was one ot two
conference
games
last
weekend.
In the other MIAA contest the
Northwest State downed the
Central Missouri State Mules,
24-22. Although the outcome was
a surprize, the game could
hardly be considered a "battle
of the Biggies".

This Weeks
MIAA Scores
UMR7, UWM 6
Northwest 24, Central 22

Kappa Sig Takes Golf Title
Harmon Medalist With 148
The intramural golf tournament was held this Saturday
and Sunday at the UMR golf
course. A few fine scores were
turned in , despite the windy and
cold weather which prevailed
for most of the tournament.
The individual medalist
honors went to Harmn of Kappa
Sigma, who led his team to the
overall title. Harmon shot a 148
for the 36 holes. His partner ,
Butler, carded a 171.
Runner-up medalist was
Robert Conzelman of Kappa
Alpha , who shot a 151 total. His
partner, Gary Brozzi turned in
rounds of 87 and 82 for a total of
169. The KA team finished
second in the overall standings,
by the slim margin of one
stroke. Sigma Nu finished third
with a team total of 321.

Northeast 14, Wayne St. 6
Lincolin 39, Kentucky St. 14
Southeast 35 , Springfield 6

Cut-Rate Tickets
NowAvailable For
Homecom; ng Game
This year, the UMR athletic
department is making tickets
for football games easier to get.
Discount tickets will be
a'.'ailable all week prior to the
game and on Saturdays, until
n:>on. 'I'he tickets may be
;)urr.l1a~ <.d ir, t~,e Athletic office,
located in the southwest corner
of the Multi-purpose building,
any time during regular office
hours. The prke of the ticket is
$1.50. Tickets will also be
available at the box office at the
football field for the regular
price of $2.00. Be sure to take
ad,.' antage of this special offer.
To purchase a discount ticket,
be sure to bring a '.'alid I.D.

This year as every year, the
Miners look with interest to the
Tuesday file session when the
" Hit of The Week" award is
gi'.'en . The award, as you may
ha'.'e guessed, stands for the
biggest meanest " hit" of the
game given by an offensive and
defensi'·.'e player. Each winner
recei'.'ed a steak dinner at
Zeno's, and a small trophy.
The first week , in the game
against Kansas State College of
Pittsburg" the offensive " Hit of
The Week" went to offensive
tackle, Carl Pelech. Taking the
honors for the defense was John
En'i n. In the game against
Missouri Valley College, John
Key took the award for the
offense, while big Gary McAlpin
receh'ed the honors for the
de'.'ense. In the Culver-Stockton

STOP IN AND SEE
OUR SPECIAL
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90
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82.5
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78
75
72
69
66

63
58.5
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54
51
48
45
42
39
36
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27
24
21
18
15

With "Hardest Hit" Awards

ALUMNI

PRICES

319
320
321
324
325
325
337
339
341
342
346
349
358
358
360
362
367
374
381
384
387
390
390
418
441
442
472

Merchants Present Miners

WELCOME BACK

HOMECOMING

Kappa Sig
KA
Sig Nu
Delta Tau
Beta Sig
Campus
PKT
TKE
Sig Ep
Lambda Chi
Wesley
Pi KA
59'ers
AEP
Delta Sig
Prospectors
Sigma Pi
MRHA
Sig Tau
Engineers
Phi Kappa Phi
Mates
Tech Club
Theta Chi
Triangle
Liahona
Acacia
Shamrock

At
Kenmarks
Sporting Goods
004 PINE

364-3603

game, Pat Godwin showed his
stuff for the big 0, while Rodney
Myers, the defensive end took
the call for the defense .
Also gh'en is a "Hustler of the
Week" award. Winners of this
recei'!e a free luncheon. The
most recent recipients were Les
Clark, for the offense, and Kim
Coutler for the defense.

NOTICE
"The Wesley program will
be Wednesday Oct. 13, with
Curt Adams, speaking on
The National Economy at 6
p.m. at the Wesley House,
403 West Eighth Street,
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Harriers Defeated,
Rice Finis hes Third
Las t Sa turdav. th e UMR
ha r rier s tra"e led to Conway.
Arka nsas to run agai nst the
men fr om J ohn
Br own
Uni"ersit y. It was an exc iting
race, but ihe final score showed
the Min ers edged out. 29·26.
Coac h Ed Th a rp sa id of the
difference, "John Brown knew
their course and we weren't as
famili ar with it ".

ta ke on So uthwes t Missouri
Sta te. a nd The Schoo l of the
Oza rks in a tri a ngular meet.
Still a hea d is a meet a gainst
Wes tminst er colleg e, a nd th e
Co nfere nc e
meet.
MI AA
Clo s ing th e seaso n will by the
NCAA Nationa ls.

IHarmon Highlightsf
Every week of the college
football season has its specials,
a nd this Sa turday's schedule is
lo a ded I . . ColoradoOkla homa .. Ala bamaTe nn e ss ee . . Southern CalStanford .. ArkansasTe xa s .. Notr e
Dame-North
Ca rolina. and those are only
samples !
We said last week that there
was hardl y any breating-room
between the firs t four teams in
our Top 20. So ..Michigan continued to win , yet dropped from
1s t to 3rd beca us e pow er
quotients did a bit of shifting.
The two Big Eight powers,
Neb r as ka and Oklahoma ,
slipped into first and second
respectively.

Bob Rice led the Miners and
wound up third with a ti me of
27 : 48 fo r the fi ·.'e mil e co ur se .
He was quickly followed by four
of his tea m ma tesas Skip Brown
ca me fi fth with a li me of 29:50,
a!ld Nick Drozdoff checked in
sixth clocked a t 30: 12. Denny
Mertz finish ed se'.'enth with a
time of 30: 20. Hot on his heels
was eighth place Mike Schepflin
who clocked in a t 30: 2l.
Ne wcomer , Fres hman , P a t
Goeke , came in twelth , with a
time of 30:58. The loss dropped
the Miner record to 3-4.

In the Southwest Conference,
it 's "Title-Time" again . That's
the time when the league
championship is decided in the
annual
Longhorn-Razorback
hoedown. This year the little
confrontation is in Dallas, and

O'.'erall the outmg was en·
couraging . With se,'eral im·
portant meets coming up Coach
Tharp is optimistic.

I-NEBRASKA
2-0KlAHOMA
3-MICHIGAN
4-AlABAMA
5-NOTRE OAME

BOB RICE

Air Force
Alabama
Arizona State
Auburn
Bo wlin g Green
Brigham Youn g
California
Cincinnat i
C lemson
Cornell
Dartmouth
Dayton
Delaware
Duke
EI Paso
Florida State
Furman
Georgia
Holy Cross
fl" *Houston
Idaho
Iowa State
L.S.U .
Louisville
**Miami, Fla .
Michigan
Michigan State
M innesota
M issis sippi
Mississippi State
Nebra s ka
New Mexico
Northern Illinois
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Ohio U
Oklahoma
Oklah oma State
Penn sy lvania
Pe nn Stat e
Presb yt e ri a n
Prin c et o n
Purdu e
Rice
Ri c hmond
San Diego State
So uth Ca ro lin a
Sta nford
Temp le
Tex a s
T .C. U .
Texas Tec h
Toledo
Tu la n e
Tu lsa
U.C. L. A.
U t ah
Ut ah State
Was h ington
West Virgi n ia
Wi ll iam & Mary
Yale

Sunday , October 17
10
Baltimore
New York Giants
17
Cincinnati
Cleveland
7
Dallas
New Orleans
23
Denver
San Diego
17
Detroit
Houston
16
Los Angeles
Atlanta
9
New England
Miami
19
Green Bay
Minnesota
13
New York Jets
Buffalo
7
Oakland
Philadelphia
23
Chicago
San Francisco
16
Washington
St. Louis
Monda y, October 18
Kans a s

City

The Big Eight featureS
Oklahoma against 9th-ranked
Colorado. The Buffaloes are as
undefeated as the Sooners , but
Oklohoma registered the
biggest victory last week by
whipping Texas. Two toughies
in a row could be a killer for the
Sooners , but they should win
another one, this one by 12
points.

look at just how our old battered
crystal ball has been behaving
since the start of the 1971
season. And, believe me, it's
been cloudy on occasion I
However, we do get a few right
now and then, and naturaUy
that's what keeps us climbing
out on the weekly limb. Thanks
to a little more consistency
among the so-called small
colleges - or college division
teams - we 're just over 75 per
cent in our selections through
the weekend of October 2nd. Of
767 games , excluding ties,
we 've picked 577 correctly and
missed 190 for a .752 average.
'Nuff said!

Alabam a is number 4.. Tennessee is number 17. An since
this is a Southeast Conference
matchup, anything can happen.
However , we look for the
Crimson Tide to keep rolling ,
and for the Volunteers to take
their second loss of the season.
Albama by eighteen.
It's about time we took a brief

Undefeated Notre Dame,
ranked 5th again this week,
meets North Carlina. The Tar
Hells, before being upset by
Tulane last week , had been just
outside the Too 20 each week.
So if anyone is upset-minded, it
should be North -Carolina. The
Irish are again in the driver's
seat by 20 points.

20

6-TEXAS
7- GEORGIA
8-AUBURN
9-COLORADO
IO-L.S.U.

II-PENN STATE
12-ARKANSAS
13-STANFORD
14-0HIO STATE
15-WASHtNGTON

Saturday, Oct. 16-Major Colleges

IThe Harmon Pro Forecast I

23

although each team comes into
the game with a loss on its
record , this one, asusual, will be
a hair-raiser. It 's almost too
close to call. There 's a difference of just 3 points .. Texas is
favored .

The Harmon Football Forecast

This week the Harriers will
participate in the SMS In"itational, and next , they will

28
24
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24
37
23
14
20
20
30
27
21

Wednesday, October 13, 197

Pittsburg

WHAT IS

?
The Professional Associates for Career
Enh ancement (PACE) is a grou p of bu si!less and
professional p eople d edic ated to helpin g select ed
y oung peo p le w ith career assessment, selection and
ad vancement.
PACE o ff ers a var iet y o f programs
desi gn ed to meet t he need s o f each individ ual cl ient
w ho re t ai ns t h eir services.
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Army
Tennessee
Oregon State
Georgia Tech
Kent State
Wyoming
Wa shington State
Wichita
Virginia
Harvard
Brown
Marshall
Rutgers
No. Carolina State
New Mexico State
Florida
Davidson
Vanderbilt
Boston U
Villanova
Pacific
Kansas State
Kentucky
North Texas
Navy
Illinois
Wisconsin
Iowa
So. Mississippi
Lamar
Kansas
San Jose State _
West Texas
North Carolina
Indiana
MiamI (Ohio )
Colorado
Mis souri
Lafayette
Syra c u se
The Citade l
Col gate
Northwes ter n
S. M.U.
V. M.I .
Santa Barbara
M a ryland
South ' n Californ ia
Xavie r
Arkan sas
Te xa s A & M
Bos to n Co ll ege
'Wes t e rn M ic h igan
Pitt sb ur gh
Wa k e Fo res t
A ri zo na
Colo rad o Sta te
Memphi s St ate
Orego n
Eas t Ca ro lin a
V. P . I.
Co l umbia

10

13
14
10

7
15
17

6
10
13
0
16
6
7
14

9
7
0
15

7
12
17

0
7
7
6

10
17
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6
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14

21
7
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23
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17

7
7
21
20
14
10
12

6
13
13
7
24
16
20
17
16

15
6
0

22
20
7
23
14

P AC E is n o t a j ob p l ace m e nt
age ncy ... bu t a group o f indiv idua ls w ho gu ides
and directs it s clients with professio nal ski ll s.
S TOP by PACE E xec ut ive Su ite,
Carney Manor for mo re in formatio n .
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Ouachita
·"Jash ington & Lee
East Te n nessee
McMurry
Ca r so n -Newman
Henderson
Bl u efie l d
Western Maryland
Troy
Guilford
Arkansas State
Austin Peay
NE louisiana
M u rray
Emory & Hen ry
Fairmont
Delta State
Maryville
West Va. Wesleyan
Gardner-Webb
Arlington
S F Austin
Towson
Arkansas Tech
SuI Ross
S1. Mary's
SE louisiana
Concord
Missis sippi College
Tennessee Tech
Newberry

19
6
20
13
20

12
14
13
7
7
10
7
6
7
20
7

6
7

0

13
21
7
13
17

6
0
16
7
0
14
20

Alfred
American Interna ' al
Central Connecticut
Coast Guard
Cortland
Delaware Valley
Edinboro
Lehigh
Maine
Massachusetts
Middlebury
Montclair
Muhlenberg
New Hampshire
Northeastern
Rochester
St. Lawrence
Slippery Rock
Southern Connecticut
Susquehanna
Wagner
Wesleyan
West Chester
Wilkes
Williams

28
33-

36
24
17

21
24
27

22
27
27

20

19
24
21
27

30
26

23
14
21
21
40
1~
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Hobart
Bates
Trenton
Tufts
Brockport
Grove City
Clarion
Drexel Tech
Connecticut
Rhode Island
Hamilton
Bridgeport
Ursinus
Vermont
Springfield
Amherst
Norwich
California State
Glassboro
Upsala
Albright
Worcester Tech
Bloomsburg
Ithaca
Bowdoin

12

o
o

15
7
15
13

o

21

13
6
18
7
14
12

17
6
13
7
7
14
7

o
14
16

Other Games-Midwest
Ad r ian
Akron
Alma
Ashland
Augustana, III.
Baker
Baldwin·Walia c e
Cartha ge
Central Missouri
Ce ntral Oklahom a
Ce ntral State , Ohi o
Coe
Con co rd i a, M i nn
Culve r-Stoc kton
Duluth
Ea st e rn Mi c h igan
Evan sv ill e
Frankl i n
Gra ce la nd
Hano v e r
Hiram
Ho f stra
I n d ia na Sta t e, Ind .
Indi a na U ., Pa.
l a n gs ton
M ic hi gan Tec h
M il wa u kee
Missou ri Vall ey
Mo nm o uth
M t. U ni on
Nebraska Wes leya n
N E Okla h oma
NW Okl ah om a
Ohi o Wesleyan
Principia
Ro ll a
Sou t hern liliinois
SW Okl a h oma
Tampa
Washington, Mo.
Was h i n gton & Je H'son
Western Illi n ois
Wittenberg

24
27

21
20

20
14
29
22
24
22

21
21
23
17

20
27
20
14
21
21
19
22
24

27
15
45
32
29
26
17

20
21
28
16
14

23
23
27
31
18
25
25
31

Albion
Northern Michigan
Kalamazoo
Hillsdale
Wheaton
College of Emporia
Kenyon
Millikin
SW Missouri
Cameron
Defiance
Beloit
Macale s te r
Illinois Coll ege
St. Thoma s
Ea s tern Ke n t u c k y
Ea s tern Illinois
Indiana Ce ntral
Tarki o
Rose -Hulman
Otte rbe in
Wa y ne, M i c h .
Ill i noi s St a te
Northw oo d
SE Oklah o m a
W in o na
Ch icago Ci rc le
Cen tral Me th o d is t
Co rne ll , Io wa
He i de l be rg
Be th e l ,Kansas
E. Cen tra l Okl a h om a
Pa nh a n dle
cM USkindg·u m I II
o n co r la,
.
NW Missou ri
Bal l State
Easte r n N ew Mexico
Dra k e
Wabas h
Case-Wes tern
Yo u ngstown
Findlay

7

21
6
15
14

6
0
6
20

14
14
7
7
12
10
17
16
13
19
20
14

21
17

7
13
0
7
6
6

8
0
13
13

~

17
20

10
20
13
0
9
7

Other Games-Far West
Cal Lutheran
Ca l Poly (Pomona)
Ce n tral Washington
Chico State
Claremont
Co l orado Wes tern
Davis
Fresno S ta te
Hawaii
Haywa rd
Humboldt
long Beach
Nevada (las Vegas)
Northern Colorado
Omaha
Pomona
Pu get Sound
Redlands
San Fernando
U.S.I.U .
Western New MeXICO
Whitman
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28
21

27
35
27
26
20

38
28

41
24
21
21

19
20
22
27
21
18
20

laVe rn e
San Diego U
Eastern Oregon
Sacramento
Occidental
Ft Lewis
San Francisco State
Cal Po ly IS. L.a.)
Santa Cl ara
Sonoma
San Francisco U
los Angeles
Northern Arizona
Pittsb u rg
Southern Colorado
loyola
Western Washington
Riverside
Fullerton
Whittier
Colorado Mines
Pacific Luthe ran
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Other Games-East

Other Games-South and Southwest
Arkansas AM & N
Bucknell
Chattanooga
East Texas
Elon
Florence
Glenville
Hampden-Sydney
Jacksonvil l e
Lenoir-Rhyne
Loui s iana Tech
Ma rtin
McNeese
Middle Tennessee
Mi l lsap s
Morehead
NW Loui siana
Randolpb -Macon
Sa l em
Samford
SW louisiana
SW Texa s
Southwestern , Tenn .
Stal e Call. Arkan sa s
Texa s A & I
Texa s l.::utheran
Trinity
We s t Va . Tech
We s t e rn Carolina
Western Kentucky
Wofford

IS-PURDUE
17-TENNESSEE
18-ARIZONA STATE
IS-DUKE
2a-FLORIDA STATE
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